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Although, we would rather abstain in our focused analysis from these developments, the COVID19
pandemic in 2020, formidably weighed upon and will impact the FDI flows, as the UNCTAD Monitor
already predicted in March 2020 (Global Investment Trend Monitor, No. 35 Special Coronavirus Edition
- (UNCTAD/DIAE/IA/INF/2020/3- 27 Mar 2020). According to early estimates, the downward pressure
of the virus outbreak on FDI flows could be as high as 40% in 2020-2021, implying revision of M&A
planned deals, expected earnings on FDI, and far reaching disruptions of GVCs. Pandemic mitigating
efforts undertaken by governments all around the world, compounded by lockdown restrictions, and
near shutdown of all economic activities, would have devastating effects on global investment flows.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Focus of the research

It is well-known that foreign direct investment (FDI) has contributed to the economic success and
development of the V4. The role of foreign-owned companies is essential in manufacturing and
services, but they are also highly active in exports. Affiliates of multi-national companies have been
frontrunners in applying new technologies and automating production. This is strongly linked to the
so-called Industry 4.0 concept that involves several pillars. With the decreasing price of robots and other
tools, these are about to be widespread in production and services. At the same time, flexibility, rapidity,
being closer to the customers have become more important in global value chains. The consequence is
the substitution of certain tasks, and a labour force restored in those areas, in which production phases
had been previously outsourced. Backshoring and nearshoring of investments have taken place already
from Asia and other faraway regions. The aim of this project is to demonstrate how these changed
conditions affect the Visegrád countries - as a popular target region for investment. So far relocations
of FDI and Industry 4.0 have been analysed mainly separately, but in recent years, connections are more
apparent, and there are papers examining the interconnections. As regards the V4 countries, evidence
is scarce, therefore, it is important to be aware of the present situation.
Expected value added of this project

Our research touches upon the topical issue of digital transformation in the Visegrad countries and
offers fresh insight related to attracting and hosting foreign investments in V4. Our project gathers its
evidence from survey results, interviews with companies and the personnel responsible for
policymaking. The aim was to rouse the attention of the public (media and companies) and revitalise
discussion on Industry 4.0 and foreign investments. Apart from that, we have tried to formulate
recommendations for policymakers, about how to shape the future policy towards FDI, in terms of
attracting and maintaining investments. The project has also examined a related problem of eroding the
locational advantages of V4 countries, based on cheap, skilled labour. The analysis of challenges it
implied for longterm attractiveness, allowed us to consider and put forward certain policy actions
necessary to confront this transformation.
Regional aspect

The issues and challenges faced by V4 countries, in the area of FDI, are largely similar. At the same time,
V4 countries compete intensively among themselves for significant FDI projects (e.g. in the automotive,
electronic, machinery-based industries and services). V4 countries have rather common economic
endowments and problems. Shortages of labour are frequent barriers, and wage increases are a
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resulting tendency. The level of business digitalisation is similarly low compared to the EU-average. We,
hence, intend to provide policy recommendations valid for all V4 areas.
Method and the sample

We relied on a mixed method. First, we based our study on a critical, narrative literature review. It
helped us to design and structure our further empirical investigation. In field study, we applied semistructured in-depth interviews. These were conducted with experts, scholars, as well as firms’
representatives.
Findings

First, our research confirms the growing importance of the fourth industrial digital revolution for the V4
countries. Although the precise interpretation might vary, surveyed experts and quoted literature
demonstrated that I4.0 is supposed to transform the regional economies. Likewise, the strategies of
FDI, following the major changes in business models of MNEs, would impact the choice of investment
location, along with the scope and level of involvement in local economies.
Czechia has had one of the largest FDI inflows from the Visegrad countries, and FDI played an important

role during the transformation period. In 2019, FDI stock as a percentage of GDP reached 67%, and since
2017, Czechia has exceeded Hungary in relative terms. Despite increasing labour costs, there are other
important factors, such as geographic location, logistics, as well as sunken costs, which will at least, in
the short- term, affect the FDI inflows. Therefore, rapid changes in FDI inflows are not expected. In the
longer run, however, the readiness for new technologies (infrastructure, education), as well as more
frequent asset-light forms of investment will be more important, and probably lead to a decrease in FDI
inflows. Nonetheless, declining FDI inflows should not only be considered as a threat, but also as an
opportunity, particularly for domestic companies.
Regarding FDI inflows, Hungary stands out amongst the Visegrad countries, because of the high share
of re-invested earnings. Foreign investors have not withdrawn production facilities, backshoring has not
taken place from Hungary. New investments often create locations already equipped with Industry 4.0
systems. Academic and industry experts and policymakers usually understand the complexity of the
Industry 4.0 phenomenon, but companies usually perceive it as just a bunch of various technologies.
Local SMEs often do not possess any strategy of Industry 4.0, but foreign-owned firms are much more
prepared in this respect. FDI policies have not been adapted to the challenges of Industry 4.0, especially
in terms of their links with education and skills. Governments must provide training and change the
education system, making it more efficient and embrace Industry4.0 related skills, including the ability
to collaborate.
Slovakia in the field of FDI, relies on its advantages, such as its strategic, geographical location, political

stability, favourable tax system, and qualified, as well as low-cost, labour force. On the other hand, the
strong dependence on the automotive industry and exports, are the drawbacks of the country. Since
5
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Slovakia has been in the lowest position in the field of innovation, the gradual but fast implementation
of the I4.0, is crucial for maintaining the competitiveness of the Slovak economy. The survey showed
that the expectations point to the I4.0 being a chance for Slovakia to grow and stay competitive, despite
the worries about an unprepared infrastructure and a problematic educational system.
Poland as it turns out, has the lowest share of incoming FDI, as compared to other V4 countries. In

terms of I.40, it is also regarded as a hesitator / laggard, whereas the other V3 are at least classified as
“traditionalists” or “average” countries. Referring to our original assumptions on the two-channel
impact of I4.0 on FDI, and based on the Polish perspective, it may be argued that the country’s
attractiveness, apparently, will still, to much extent, depend on traditional factors, such as road
infrastructure or a cheaper but qualified workforce. Nevertheless, a role for state / public authorities’
engagement is expected, in shaping the demand side or providing some quasi-public goods. Path
dependency and a history of previous successes (e.g. re-invested profits) in attracting FDI, suggest no
colossal changes in the shortterm, , though, profound transformation in the longterm - “fortune favours
the prepared”. Foreign firms would adopt both strategies in relation with foreign subsidiaries –
balancing the need of sharing new technologies with appropriation, and would gradually modify their
investing patterns - “evolutionary revolution”. A critical factor might be the readiness and absorption
capabilities of Polish firms to interact, unfortunately, many seem to be stuck in the third Industrial
Revolution.
Conclusions and guidelines

Questions and problems tackled in the project may already constitute the value added, as shrewd
diagnosis of challenges and necessary actions in the areas of attraction and retention of FDI - crucial
for V4 development - seems critical in times of growing protectionism, instability, and inequalities, in
the eve of the fourth industrial revolution. “New technologies are a double-edged sword for developing
nations. They can enable leap-frogging and faster economic catch-up. But, in the absence of basic
capabilities, skills, and institutions, they also raise barriers to convergence by laggards” (Rodrik, UNIDO
report, 2019). As it seems, in general, the same can be said with regard to catching-up (post-transition)
economies, like the V4 countries. I4.0 offers a unique chance to modernise the economies, and climb
up the value chains, yet it can materialise only in adequate context, when basic digital infrastructure is
provided, a set of required skills and capabilities are nurtured and safeguarded, and application of
modern technologies properly prompted / demanded. Such conditions will, on the one hand, attract
valuable knowledge-intensive FDI, whilst on the other hand, will translate into an attractive
environment for generating one’s own digital entrepreneurship, and perhaps OFDI.
I4.0 would impact upon the behaviour of MNEs, the strategies of FDI, and hence, the attractiveness of
locations. Digital transformation requires adjustments, not only on the business side, but even more on
the public authorities’ side. Business should work on raising digital awareness among executive
6
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managers, and improve the absorptive capabilities. Institutions, responsible for designing and shaping
the broader investment climate, should act accordingly, and policy-makers must adopt their offer to
ongoing revolution. The whole region should embark upon an ongoing, profound transformation to
increase its own domestic business competitiveness and attractiveness, as a host location for foreign
investors.
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FDI IN V4
The inflow of FDI into the CEE countries has been much driven by the creation of GVCs (Buti & Székely
2019; Lin, Demirkaya & Bethmann 2019). This inflow brought about not just more capital, but also
imports of modern technology, and rapid modernisation of the product structure, with a positive impact
on the productivity of local suppliers (Harding & Smarzynska Javorcik 2011; Hagemejer & Mućk 2019).
Some empirical analysis (Alfaro & Chen 2014), demonstrated that multi-national production causes
knowledge spillovers and factor re-allocation. Policies aiming at facilitating such processes, should
include improving credit access and skilled labour supply, simultaneously eliminating regulatory
barriers, which the CEE countries, including the V4, have implemented.
Table 1. Value Added in Foreign Controlled Enterprises (share %)
GEO/TIME

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

Czechia

40,63

41,82

43,22

42,94

41,56

42,05

42,33

41,78

43.31

42.86

Hungary

46,99

49,10

49,27

51,89

51,69

52,23

52,66

52,46

51.39

49.98

Poland

32,13

27,54

28,35

29,27

28,23

28,88

29,09

29,87

30.60

30.46

Slovakia

41,65

43,31

36,47

38,23

39,93

35,45

43,60

45,83

48.07

48.14

Source: own elaboration based on Eurostat FATs’ databases
The importance of foreign firms, as measured by the value added in foreign firms, which can be
emblematic of the integration level within global value chains, and as production networks show, in all
CEE countries, this share has revealed an increasing tendency, though, with fluctuating values. During
the years, 2008-2015, the average contribution of foreign firms in value creation (totalled in non-euro
countries): 42 in Czechia; in Hungary – 50,8; in Poland – 34,1; and in Slovakia – 40,6. Value added
produced by foreign-controlled enterprises varies in 2018 from 36% in Poland, to 43% in Czechia, 48%
in Slovakia, and 51% in Hungary (Eurostat data).
Close proximity to Germany – the ‘centre of gravity’ - combined with an abundance of low-cost but
skilled labour, made the CEE countries almost perfect targets for integration into the European GVC.
They are seen as being in the right place, at the right time, in the right condition to benefit from this
global process. Consequently, developed relations led to the emergence of export-oriented companies,
pre-dominantly foreign-owned, and highly concentrated in certain regions. The inflow of FDI has
accelerated agglomeration effects, and increased the demand for higher skills. Thus, FDI is highly
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concentrated in the main urban areas, particularly in capital cities, and in areas that are close to the
main West European manufacturing firms, creating GVCs (Szabo 2019).
Governments and policymakers have played a critical role in shaping international business and global
capital flows, as they can profoundly influence the volumes, directions, and types of foreign direct
investment (FDI) flows, and hence, the activity of multi-national enterprises (MNEs). There have been,
recently, multiple and diverse forces, which are impacting upon international business and the
economic landscape. They also affect the capital flows to the V4 region. The negative tendencies
feature, most notably, the recent (post)-crisis rise of populism, the anti-European sentiment among
European Union countries, and increasing protectionism, including the most dangerous murky ones.
These phenomena have coincided with the emergence of new players, also originating in so called
“post-transition” or catching-up countries, the unprecedented acceleration of international commerce
and communication, thanks to technological advancements, the continuing trends of restructuring
corporate governance, as well as progressing international investments, trade agreements, and
partnerships (Götz et al., 2018).
As stressed by Kalotay (2017), inward FDI was a major source of growth and transformation in the CEE
region, during the transition period, following the fall of communism. Despite obvious successes, the
Great Recession affected them, as well as also revealing the gradual exhaustion of competitiveness,
based on cheap semi-skilled labour. What these economies have to do now, is to come up with new
ways of leveraging their skills base. According to Kalotay (2017), FDI should recover from its low point
of 2013, although major uncertainties remain, especially in the Eurozone. As stipulated, for the EU-11,
including the V4, “the main challenges will be to attract FDI in higher value-added activities, to adjust to
the needs of regional and global value chains, and to organise an orderly departure from the lowest
value-added, lowest paid activities, which cannot be retained, due to the competition of cheaper
locations” (Kalotay 2017). Not adjusting to current changes (strengthening the foundations of a
knowledge-based society) would increase the risk of being stuck in a “middleincome trap”. Kalotay
(2017) argues that shifting to higher value-added activities should be connected to the countries’
innovative and research capacities, which might even allow for the creation of one’s own value chains.
The pattern of FDI attraction centres is also changing, according to Kalotay (2017). The countries which
so far have succeeded in reducing the gap in GDP pc with Germany, such as Poland and Slovakia, can
further gain a higher share of FDI inflows, aggravating the concentration. Hungary, on the other hand,
due to a combined GDP decline and state capitalist policies, might further lose ground. The key
challenge for regional policy-makers would be to constantly manage the re-organisation of production,
which is inherently related to the skills development policies.
Many uncertainties surround the FDI development, and further economic transformation of the CEE
region. As argued by Kalotay (2017), It is unclear, as to what degree, this regional recovery will be
9
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accompanied by structural change towards higher value-added activities. Likewise, it also remains to
be seen, if the growth rate of FDI flowing to the region, will ever exceed the world average again. Sharp
competition to attract FDI, due to new rivals in its neighbourhood, e.g. the Western Balkans and Eastern
Europe, implies that efforts need to be doubled to continue with major reforms of the business
environment and launching smart investment promotion campaigns. CEE countries, including the V4,
should pursue their legitimate aspirations to establish individual strategies, as a response to the
changing geography and the rise of new sources of FDI.
A study by Damijan, Kostevc & Rojec (2018), showed that FDI has significantly contributed to export
restructuring in the CEECs. These effects of FDI were, however, heterogeneous across countries. This
implies that it remains critical as to what kind of industries get involved in FDI flow.
The WIIW report from Summer 2018, demonstrated that FDI in Central, East and South-East Europe
declined due to dis-investment, which reflected re-nationalisation and domestic take-overs (Hunya, &
Schwarzhappel, 2018). As the report states, digitalisation and Industry 4.0 are expected to reduce the
role of labour costs, possibly reducing the scope and size of globalised production. In this process, V4
countries may lose some of their attractiveness as production sites in the longterm, as automated
production may not be sourced out anymore.
Recent studies stress the upcoming changes in the nature of FDI (Globerman, 2017). By using an essay
format, Globerman sets out the main issues linking recent political developments (Brexit, Trump as an
anti-Establishment type of president, nationalist sentiments across the EU) to FDI flows. Based on the
extensive review of literature, it can be expected that “there will be a reduction in FDI intensity on a
global basis over the foreseeable future, and the nature of FDI will move more towards being a substitute,
rather than a complement to trade”.
More detailed information on FDI inflow and stock in respective countries of the V4, will be presented
in the following chapters.
INDUSTRY 4.0
Although, there is a general agreement as to the profoundness of changes the fourth industrial
revolution would cause, there is no consent whether it is indeed the fourth revolution, or just the next
stage of the third (Alcácer et al., 2016).
According to BDI (the German industry voice), Industry 4.0 refers to the fourth industrial revolution.
Germany Trade and Invest (original definition) expects a paradigm shift from “centralised” to
“decentralised” production. Industry 4.0, according to McKinsey, means the digitisation of the
manufacturing sector, whereas, according to SAP, it is a collective term for technologies and concepts
of value chain organisation. The European Parliament sees I4.0 as a group of rapid transformations in
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the design, manufacture, operation, and service of manufacturing systems. Wikipedia defines I4.0 as a
current trend of automation and data exchange in manufacturing technologies. Finally, Industry 4.0 (or
the original German 'Industrie 4.0') can be depicted as a German-government-sponsored vision for
advanced manufacturing (all definitions - The Industry 4.0: the fourth industrial revolution – guide to
Industrie 4.0. https://www.i-scoop.eu/industry-4-0/
offersChain
a snap
of most
popular
definitions).
Understanding Supply
4.0 review
and its potential
impact
on global
value chains

•

107
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demand visible to Best Buy, a retailer in the United States (Hiratsuka 2005). The term Supply Chain 4.0 can be usefully applied to
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requires different strategies. The business ecosystem refers to a completely new phenomenon, which
can be considered the birth of a multi-entity structure, organising economic activity in an unknown
manner. This makes it somewhat similar to clusters. Ecosystems are a new form of organisation and
competition that presents a challenge for companies and state institutions. Many companies will be
asked what their role in ecosystems should be, whether it is better to remain independent or not, and
what the consequences may be.
The fourth industrial revolution can be associated with the emergence and diffusion of advanced digital
production (ADP) technologies (UNIDO 2019). These are supposed to radically alter manufacturing, and
to blur the boundaries between physical and digital production. Advances in robotics, AI, 3D printing,
or big data analytics, generate unique opportunities to accelerate innovation.
This approach modifies existing definitions of the value chain, or vertical integration of companies and
their importance for the strategy of enterprises, whose previously defined boundaries are blurring. It is
also more difficult to define in which industry they operate, because only a synergy of activities creates
the final value for the client. A more “V4 focused” study by Szalavetz (2020), showed that digital
transformation may facilitate socalled “factory economies’” integration in global value chains.
Digital transformations would impact upon the international production in different ways, on different
levels. Thanks to big data, firms can better anticipate and commit their resources. IoT helps reduce
transaction costs down. GVC might be simplified due to the application of 3D printing; whereas robotics
may impact upon the processes of reshoring (Strange & Zachella 2017). It could be expected that
market-seeking FDI and efficiency-seeking FDI, would somehow become undermined by digitalisation;
whereas the knowledge- seeking FDI might becoming more important.
According to MAKERS (2018) experts, Industry 4.0 should be seen as a cross-cutting agenda and the EU
countries need a broader perspective on digital business transformation, hence, the term ‘Industry 4.0’
should be replaced by ‘smart manufacturing’ or ‘advanced manufacturing’. Moreover, a game changing
formulation of Economy 4.0, where various stakeholders - workers, employers, communities, firms,
consumers,
engage in consumption and production – should be developed. The need of concrete supportive policy
action is particularly felt by SMEs, who suffer the liability of smallness. As argued by MAKERS (2018), in
the climate of mistrust and uncertainty, small businesses need guidelines, clear definitions, and
assistance.
“Fortune favours the prepared”: this applies even more in digitally transformed manufacturing and
business, not only to firms, but also to policy-makers. Sung (2017), based on a Korean case study,
identifies critical issues which deserve special care, such as IT security, reliability of machine-to-machine
communication; integrity of production processes, protection of industrial know-how; adequate
skillsets, or risk of job losses due to automatisation. As he argues, successful transformation of Korean
12
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industry toward I4.0, requires the refinement of governmental strategies to build economic and social
systems capable of flexibly adapting and accommodating innovative changes, a system improving the
overall effectiveness of all initiatives, and last but not least, a proper infrastructure.
Advanced Digital Production (ADP) technologies may open new windows of opportunity to leapfrog, but
this will hinge upon countries’ individual responses and their readiness, which will in turn result from
active industrial policy, and provide digital literacy, skills, and education (UNIDO 2019; Lee et al. 2019,
Mayer 2018). As argued by Cherif & Hasanov (2019), technology and innovation policy can serve as
“True Industrial Policy”, worthwhile pursuing as the case of the Asian miracle demonstrates.
The importance of public policy and state support seems to be also stressed in other studies
(Mascarenhas, Marques, & Ferreira, 2019; Müller, Buliga, & Voigt 2020). Based on interviews in Portugal
and Spain, with triple helix 1 contexts, Mascarenhas, Marques, & Ferreira, (2019), showed that
governments can play the role, not only of a financier and legislator, but also that of a direct participant
in innovation, whilst additionally, networks operate mostly with public funds. In the digital era,
innovative strategies and business models’ modifications are critical but, as argued by Müller, Buliga, &
Voigt (2020), companies are encouraged to work on their absorptive capacity. For instance, when
gaining new partners, they should not only regard them in terms of business transactions, but also in
terms of possible knowledge acquisition. Relevance of policy and public authorities’ support can play a
key role here, particularly for SMEs.
Josten & Lordan (2019) have estimated what percentage of jobs in the 25 European Union countries
will be automated. It turns out that 47% of jobs will be exposed to partial automation in the next decade,
and 35% to total automation. Unfortunately, with no data available for Poland, statistics on other
countries of our region, show the percentage of jobs threatened by automation, and this is higher than
average. For example, in Czechia, it is 51.6%, in Hungary 54.4%, in Slovakia 51.3%, and in Lithuania
52.7%. It can duly be anticipated that in Poland, this percentage is at a similar level. As these authors
conclude, the final critical thought is to provide some evidence that ‘thinking’ and ‘people’ skills will
become increasingly important for the fourth industrial revolution.
Digital learning changes knowledge production, assimilation, and ultimately, how one learns. Through
enhanced connections, learners can tackle any topic in a much more multi-disciplinary manner, more
easily synthesising one discipline’s approach to that of another. The Index of Readiness for Digital
Lifelong Learning in Europe (IRDLL), has been designed and calculated by CEPS (Centre for European
Policy Studies), in partnership with Grow with Google (Beblavý, Baiocco, Kilhoffer, Akgüç & Jacquot
2019). The construction of the IRDLL stems from the premise that three broad categories are most

1

„Triple helix”model means interactions among universities, industry and government to enhance development
and innovation.
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relevant to understanding digital learning readiness: learning outcomes and participation, institutions
and policies, and the availability of digital learning. European countries differ widely in their readiness
to utilise digital learning technologies. The index presents a combined qualitative and quantitative
assessment of each Member States’ current situation, to help policy-makers, social partners, media and
the public understand what needs to be done. To the countries significantly underperforming, the
European average from the V4 group, sees Poland (placed 22n ), with Czechia (23rd). Hungary is in 14th
place, whereas Slovakia is in 20th. Poland and Czechia are labelled the ‘biggest under-achievers’. This
may surprise some people as Czechia leads new MSs in terms of economic performance, or innovation,
whereas Poland has had one of the most dynamic performances across Europe, during the last 30 years,
both in terms of economic development and improvements in education. This is a warning against
complacency, given the pace of technological and economic change.
Countries can be classified, according to their big data maturity and I4.0 infrastructure (Castelo-Branco,
Cruz-Jesus, Oliveira 2018). Whereas Czechia and Slovakia represent the group of “average” performers,
Hungary and Poland belong to the “laggards”.
Scheme 1. Clusters of countries, according to their digital infrastructure and analytical capability:
I. Castelo-Branco et al. / Computers in Industry 107 (2019) 22–32

29

Fig. 3. Clusters.

Source: Castelo-Branco, et. al 2018

the generation and storage of large quantities of granular data
produced at several stages of the processes and through several
devices. The treatment of that data under big data techniques
transforms it into valuable information. Industry 4.0 stands
therefore as a combination of infrastructure and the ability to
deal with information that infrastructure produces: these elements cannot be considered separately, as it is the possibility of
their convergence that produces all the beneﬁts associated from
the digitization of the processes [18].
A country that shows a high value of Industry 4.0 Infrastructure has a manufacturing sector where a high percentage of
enterprises combine the use of the communication network (given
by the mobile access to internet and its speed) and the platforms
and machines connected through it (the existence of ERP, recourse
to advanced cloud computing and supply chain process connection). A high value of Big Data Maturity in a particular country
shows the existence of analytical capabilities in its manufacturing
sector. The simultaneous presence of both elements allows the
possibility of interconnectivity, interoperability, virtualization, and
information transparency, all elements that should be present in
Industry 4.0. A high level of both dimensions does not indicate the
existence of Industry 4.0 within a country per se, but it should at
least point to its possibility.
Regarding the second question, evidence shows large disparities across European countries, which should not come as a
surprise. Not only is the topic new, and governments and
companies are adapting to it, but it is also developing quite fast,

demanding a large quantity of attention and the ﬂexibility to adopt
new technologies, and eventually, change manufacturing and or
supply/chain processes. These differences can be easily observed in
Fig. 2.
In general terms, Scandinavian countries show a high level of
adoption both in Industry 4.0 Infrastructure and Big Data
Maturity, even if this level of adoption is not homogenous among
them: Finland stands as a Leader and Denmark and Sweden,
although included in the Industry 4.0 Infrastructure set, present
higher values in both dimensions than their cluster peers. The
Netherlands and Luxembourg are the two countries, together with
Finland, where both Industry 4.0 Infrastructure and Big Data
Maturity are higher than the average. In fact, past studies showed
that, at the European Union level, these countries have been at the
forefront of closing the digital divide gap [31,33] which should
indicate a strong propensity, also from the corporate sector, to
adopt solutions oriented to higher digitization which, in turn, is a
necessary condition for the existence of Industry 4.0. As for the
other countries, the very broad meaning of the digital divide theme
does not allow for any type of analogy, given the speciﬁcities of the
Industry 4.0 concept. With regard to Germany, where the concept
was originated, data suggests further developments are needed
regarding big data analytics usage by the manufacturing sector, to
reach the EU average in this dimension.
On the other hand, it seems that German industry is adapting
with regard to Industry 4.0 Infrastructure as it stands above the
average in this indicator. This ﬁnding is consistent with recent

Another classification (De Propris, 2018) which accounts for I4.0 readiness, index, and manufacturing
share, sees Poland as a “hesitator”, whereas three other V4 countries are viewed as “traditionalist”.
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Scheme 2. Countries’ I4.0 readiness:

Source: De Propris 2018
The World Economic Forum created a chart - a map of our digital planet, presenting the world's most
digitally advanced countries (These are the world's most digitally advanced countries, WEF, 25.01.2018).
It plots each country’s current state of digital evolution, and evolution over time2. Countries can be
classified as: “stand out, “stall out”, “break out”, “watch out”. Poland belongs to

”hesitating”

economies, somewhere between those “standing out” and those “breaking out”. Czechia is located as
an economy bordering between “standing out” and “stalling out”, whereas Slovakia and Hungary
represent a mixture of “watch out” and “stall out” economies. One of the most important implications,
as argued by the WEF for policy-makers and practitioners, is that there is a need to recognise that public
policy is essential to the success of the digital economy.
When trying to compare V4 countries’ digital business performance, one may refer to EIDES - European
Index of Digital Entrepreneurship Systems (Autio E., Szerb l., Komlósi E. & Tiszberger M.; Eds: D. Nepelski,
The

European

Index

of

Digital

Entrepreneurship

Systems;

https://publications.jrc.ec.europa.eu/repository/bitstream/JRC120727/eides_2020.pdf).

2020;
The

2020

2
‘Stand Out’ countries are highly digitally advanced and exhibit high momentum. ‘Break Out’ countries are lowscoring in their current states of digitalisation, but are evolving rapidly. ‘Stall Out’ countries enjoy a high state of
digital advancement, while exhibiting slowing momentum. ‘Watch Out’ countries face significant challenges with
their low state of digitaliation and low momentum; in some cases, these countries are moving backwards in their
pace of digitalisation.
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Edition of EIDES Digital Scores for the EU-27 Countries, ranks Czechia in 16th position, Poland - 18th,
Hungary - 22nd , and Slovakia – 24th. Alternatively, the EU composite index - DESI (digital economic and
social index) informs us about the country’s performance, with respect to wider digital transformation.
Figure 2. Components of DESI for V4 countries, Connectivity, 2019 edition
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Figure 3. Components of DESI for V4 countries, Human Capital, 2019 edition
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Figure 4. Components of DESI for V4 countries, Use of Internet, 2019 edition
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Figure 5. Components of DESI for V4 countries, Integration of Digital Technology, 2019 edition
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Figure 6. Components of DESI for V4 countries, Digital Public Services, 2019 edition
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Source: all figures - own elaboration based on DESI data
The Global Competitiveness Index 4.0 (2019) Rankings covers 140 economies, and measures national
competitiveness—defined as the set of institutions, policies, and factors that determine the level of
productivity. The index integrates well-established aspects, with new and emerging levers, that drive
productivity and growth. It emphasises the role of human capital, innovation, resilience and agility, as
not only drivers but also defining features of economic success in the 4IR. It calls for better use of
technology for economic leap-frogging—but also cautions that this is only possible as part of a holistic
approach with other factors of competitiveness. The 2019 edition finds that Czechia occupies 32nd
position (in 2018 - 29th ), Poland occupies 37th position (the same as in 2018), Slovakia 42nd (it was in
2018 - 41st), whereas Hungary is in 47th place (in 2018 - 48th).
The IMD World Digital Competitiveness Ranking’s (2018) objective is to assess the extent to which a
country adopts and explores digital technologies leading to transformation in government practices,
business models, and society in general. Czechia occupies 33rd place in this ranking, Poland comes in
36th place, Slovakia – 50th, and Hungary – 46th.
Additionally, as can be inferred from the UNIDO report, Poland, along with Slovakia and Czechia belongs
to the group of followers of ADP technologies, specifically, the group of “producers” (patenting and
exporting), whereas Hungary is classified as a “follower in terms of users” (importing ADP related
goods), (UNIDO 2019, 6). The Industrial Development Report (IDR), 2020, finds that 10 economies—the
frontrunners (leaders in patents)—account for 90% of all global patents, and 70% of all exports directly
associated with these technologies. Another 40 economies—the followers (actively patenting or
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exporting ADP related goods)—actively engage in these technologies, though with much more modest
intensity (UNIDO 2019, 1).
13,632 industrial robots (an accurate number) were working in Poland at the end of 2018. 39% of them
operated in the automotive industry, according to a report by the Polish Economic Institute (Rostkowski
2019). Robots are currently used by 6% of Polish enterprises, and in 2018, their number increased by
17.5%.
So far, the number of robots working in industry in Poland is much lower than in the neighbouring
countries: smaller than in Czechia (17, 603) or Germany (215, 795). In Poland, there are only 42 robots
per 10, 000 workers in industrial processing. It is significantly less when compared to the European
leader, Germany (with 338 robots), but also to Czechia (135), and Hungary (84). This can be explained,
in part, by the more important role of the automotive industry in the latter countries than in Poland and it is in the automotive industry that robots are commonly used (PIE Report 2019). In the years,
2010-2018, however, the annual growth dynamics of robots in Poland amounted to 19%, while in
Czechia it was 18.7%, and in Slovakia, 19.5% (Rostkowski 2019). Only Hungarians clearly outperform in
the region (25.2%). The relatively low level of robotisation in Poland may be also explained by the low
labour costs. At the end of 2018, average wages in Polish industry amounted to EUR 9.9 per hour, and
were among the lowest in Europe. However, a dynamic increase in wages and, consequently, in labour
costs, could be observed. In the period from 2016 to 2018, they increased by 16.5%, which obviously
influenced the competitiveness of Polish enterprises, which, so far, has consisted mainly of a relatively
cheap labour force.
According to Michael Clausecker, advisor for industrial and transport management in Germany,
robotisation and digitisation will significantly affect the locations of current and future investments: - Labour costs will lose their importance and the decision to build a factory will be made under the
influence of other factors, such as a friendly and stable legal environment or convenient infrastructure
(Rostkowski 2019). Robotisation opens up developmental opportunities for

small and medium

enterprises, because it reduces investment outlays, i.e. in many cases, it might not be necessary to build,
e.g. large warehouses.
Acemoglu & Restrepo (2017) pointed out that what is technologically possible, does not have
necessarily to be instantly and directly, economically real and feasible.

Despite the risks of

automatisation leading to mass job replacement, the positive nature and quality related
transformational aspects of robotisation must not be ignored (Csefalvay 2019). Calculations by Graetz
& Michaels (2018), demonstrated that robot densiﬁcation enhanced annual growth of labour
productivity in the years, 1993-2007, by 0.36 percentage points in 17 developed countries. As the
common wisdom supported by available estimates show, high wages seem to act as strong incentives
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for firms to invest in robot-based automation, whereas the availability of a relatively cheap labour force
provides significant disincentive to investing more in robots. In Europe, as stressed by Csefalvay (2019),
the relationship between labour costs and robot density is quite straightforward - in 2015, in four of the
top ﬁve countries with highest robot densities (Germany, Sweden, Denmark and Belgium) the labour
costs were above 35 euros per hour, while in four of the bottom ﬁve countries (Romania, Poland,
Portugal, and Hungary) the labour costs were below 12 euros per hour. Nevertheless, as stressed by
Csefalvay (2019), we are experiencing a stark increase of robot stock and density in Central and Eastern
Europe. It can be explained, among other factors, by the fact that human collaboration is necessary,
even in the most robotised sectors and factories. Continuous observed robotisation in CEE or V4
countries cannot be fully understood and explained, if the phenomena of GVC and FDI are not
accounted for (Csefalvay 2019). Yet, this positive process reveals an already certain dependency, as it is
concentrated (specialisation in robot adoption) in few sectors, mainly automotive, and much linked to
the investment decisions of large foreign corporations.
According to Cséfalvay (2019), CEE countries represent the group where jobs are at the highest risk of
being automated. Drawing on other studies, he quoted papers, which precisely calculated the expected
impact. Lordan (2018) argues that given the technologies available, the share of automatable jobs in
total employment is expected to be 69% in Czechia, 61% in Hungary, and 58% in Slovakia. Nedelkoska
and Quintini (2018) estimated the levels of workers threatened by automation at 62% in Slovakia, 53%
in Slovenia, 52% in Poland, and 49% in Czechia. Yet, Arntz et al. (2016), argues that only 11% of workers
in Slovakia, 10% in Czechia, and 7% in Poland, are at risk of losing their jobs (whereas an additional 35%
of workers in Slovakia, 35% in Czechia, and 30% in Poland, might be dramatically transformed). The
prices of applying robots, combined with the range of possible tasks the robot can perform, determine
the density of using robots. As stressed by Cséfalvay (2019), the development of robot stock and robot
densities in CEE, cannot be understood, without accounting for GVC and FDI perspectives.
This special combination of stimulators and inhibitors of robotisation in CEE, give rise to the concern of
a dependent robotisation. According to Cséfalvay (2019), it can happen at two levels; as a sectoral
dependence from a single industry (e.g. car manufacturing), and as a structural category, as robotisation
in the region relies mainly on the localisation decisions of MNEs.
Analysis by Veugelers et al. (2019), confirmed the trend towards a digitalisation divide between
European companies. Apart from a significant share of firms who have already implemented state-ofthe-art digital technologies, and plan to further increase their digitalisation investments, there are
numerous, mainly SMEs, which so far, have not implemented any state-of-the-art digital technology,
and have not even developed plans to start investing in digitalisation. The main risk which arises from
such polarisation, is further cumulation of differences and the widening of the digital gap. As
demonstrated by Veugelers et al, in their (2019) study, non-digital firms are persistently less likely to be
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innovative, to generate new jobs, and command higher mark-ups. Simultaneously, digitalisation
frontrunners reveal a tendency to be more innovative, hire more workforce, and require much higher
mark-ups.
SMEs in manufacturing, and old SMEs in services, are likely to be in the danger zone of permanent digital
inactivity, and deserve special policy attention. Addressing barriers to skills should be a priority, likewise
alleviating the regulatory burden and improving access to finance. Hence, policymakers must quickly
and swiftly address the growing risk of digital polarisation, which is leading to ‘winner-takes-all’ markets,
and which can be already confirmed by several emerging studies (Andrews et al. 2017; Autor et al, 2017;
Philippon, 2019; De Loecker & Eeckhout, 2017; Diez et al., 2018; Calligaris et al, 2018; Haskel &
Westlake, 2017). The role of properly designed and implemented policy, also the one stimulating
demand, has been stressed recently (Martin, 2020).
CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK – MNE, FDI, GVC IN THE FOURTH INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION
Smart manufacturing according to (Bianchi & Labory, 2018a), is characterised by factories, which are
organised as systems made up of machines and robots. These are connected with the products, as well
as consumers. This new production system, which can be adapted in real time, enables benefitting from
economies of scale and economies of scope, i.e. mass customisation.
As digital companies and their FDIs become “lighter”, the critical assets defining their competitive
advantage is not so much physical capital, but the data, which may be exchanged, accumulated, and
analysed. As modern factories are built around advanced robots, the complementary required labour
must be highly skilled, in order to identify and solve problems, re-design and re-programme machines.
Hence, the smart manufacturing or I4.0, demands and rewards such territories where a highly educated
workforce is available, and where infrastructure is sufficiently developed.
Re-shoring as an emerging trend, seems to be accompanied by another tendency, namely production
re-organisation – i.e. the company’s focus on pre- and post-manufacturing stages. As the middle phase,
i.e. manufacturing, is more frequently performed by robots, it can be located almost anywhere. Hence,
a key company’s assets become its knowledge, technologies, experiences, as well as skills for diagnosing
and creating market trends and consumers’ tastes, combined with the talent to innovate.
Digitalisation and subsequent deep, multi-dimensional transformations, imply that industrial policy is
critical to re-orientate economies towards inclusive and more sustainable growth (Bianchi, Durán &
Labory 2019). Although the scale, scope, and speed of changes seem enormous, the substitution of
labour with automation, does not have to be inevitable, as technology is also complementary to human
capital. Therefore, , policy-makers should safeguard the proper set of new skills and competencies.
Some concern can cause rapid technology and business change, as compared to slow and gradual
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adaption in institutional settings. As argued by Sturgeon (2019), who studied the consequences of digital
economies, the core platform owners will have the power of accumulating, accessing, and analysing a
large pool of data, but access to relevant data is not necessary for accelerating the innovation or carving
out the market. The opportunities may be largest, where the relevance of physical systems and industryspecific domain knowledge drives adaptation and customisation.
Three major tendencies associated with FDI in the digital era encompass – de-democratisation,
financialisation and light assets (Casella & Formenti 2018, p.101-130). In particular, FDI dedemocratisation implies a quest for knowledge and technology assets, which causes a reversal of the
democratisation trend in FDI, i.e. the previous role of the share of developing countries in global FDI over
the last decades. Another trend - FDI financialisation means that digital MNEs have strong liquidity and
a high spending capacity, and this provides fertile ground for financial and tax-driven patterns of
investment. Finally, FDI asset lightness implies that the internet is transforming the international
operations of MNEs, and making physical presence overseas less fundamental, and thus, lightening the
footprints of MNEs’ international production. Brun, Gereffi, & Zhan, J. (2019), expect significant
implications for global value chains, due to the “lightness” of Industry 4.0 lead firms. The need arises to
transform industrial policy for the Digital Age: to adjust and re-shape production, territories, and
structural change. Knowing the implications of digital transformation on FDI’s nature, will help better
diagnosing of the expected consequences of this revolution on global investment patterns. A new type
of MNEs might affect the geography of FDI, and re-shape the current landscape of international
production. NIR the new industrial revolution nurtures digital multi-national enterprises, which differ
in terms of internet intensity, and whether it applies to production and operation, or sales and
marketing (Bolwijn et al 2018). Expected outcomes are the growing role of openness of data flows and
ownership, as critical factors for investment; production which would be easily and often re-configured;
more footloose investments, which are fluctuating more; increasing importance of enhanced
compliance requirements for partners; and more non-equity modes of production. As argued in the
recent WTO Report (Global Value Chain Development Report, 2019), a clear challenge in the digital era
for integrating SMEs into the European automotive industry, arose with the adoption of automated,
electronic data interchange (EDI) systems. Large automobile manufacturers apparently insisted on
compliance with EDI standards, to avoid errors. Such systems, nevertheless, often require significant
upfront investments. Factors crucial for market-seeking and efficiency-seeking FDI, presumably, will
loosen their values due to digitisation (UNCTAD 2017).
As highlighted by MAKERS experts, the organisation of global production might be bracing for another
waft of changes and a fundamental restructuring (http://www.makers-rise.org/home/). The continuum
production-consumption implies a new logic for organising supply chains and adopting business models.
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Drawing on economic geography, regional studies, and IB research, Mudambi et al. (2018), emphasise
that MNE’s integration of upstream and downstream activities to maximize its control of bottleneck
assets, implies an optimal geographic footprint, which tends to be asymmetric, with a spatial scale that
varies dramatically across different activities of the value chain. Additionally, rapid changes in business
environment would make location and the nature of bottleneck assets, likely to change unpredictably,
making organisational flexibility a crucial MNE capability. Obviously not without consequences for
appropriate policy towards FDI.
For decades, ‘offshoring’ and ‘outsourcing’ have transformed a range of nationallybased manufacturing
segments, into global networks of design, production, and distribution. Nevertheless, revealed risks
inherent in such global value chains (GVCs), have stimulated efforts to rethink their nature (Gereffi et
al, 2005), and hence, have raised the possibilities to re-shore some of the activities back home. Reshoring, defined as the reverse of offshoring (Gray et al., 2013), means that previously delocalised
activity has been strategically and voluntarily re-positioned back to the home country (Fratocchi et al.,
2014).
Moradlou et al. (2017), show that the main driver for re-shoring is ‘responsiveness’. Whereas OECD
(2017a; 2017b) sees digitalisation of production as a key “game-changer, reversing the importance and
length of GVCs, and re-orienting global production and trade back towards OECD economies”.
Findings by Ancarani, Di Mauro, Mascali (2019), suggest that backshoring is associated with the
adoption of Industry 4.0, when the firm’s priorities are high quality and the reduction of costs tied to
non-conformance, whereas the backshoring prioritising the reduction of direct costs or responsiveness,
are not significantly tied to Industry 4.0 adoption. Evidence on backshoring, due to the adoption of new
technologies presented in the UNIDO (2019) report, indicates that this phenomenon is not that
widespread, and that backshoring is counter-balanced by offshore production in developing countries.
Manufacturing is seen as a special sector, as it scores high in terms of value added, with salaries usually
higher than elsewhere, and strong innovation (Veugelers eds. 2017). However, what constitutes
‘manufacturing’ seems to be a fluid concept. Contemporary, in the realms of highly advanced
manufacturing technologies, the factors that matter for location of manufacturing are changing fast. As
argued by experts, GVC not expanding since 2011, might give the impression that we are entering a new
period of globalisation, in which firms re-organise into shorter and regional value chains.
Digital transformation, while reorganising the GVC, can push international production in opposite
directions. More capital-intensive production tends to result in fewer large production sites, often in
locations with highlyskilled, advanced- economy capabilities; yet distributed manufacturing options
back larger numbers of small-scale, nimbler production locations (WIR UNCTAD p.180). Digital MNEs
are expanding rapidly, outgrowing other MNEs, and disrupting internationalisation models and
patterns. It requires more and more flexibility, and fast adaptability to the changing environment
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(Mudambi et al., 2018). As argued by MAKERS project experts (2018), the outcome of these new trends
is that the smile curve is dead and buried. Indeed, as the case of some of the global brands show,
production can be as value creating as design or product development or marketing.
Effects of I.40 on FDI may not be only negative. One thing is backshoring FDI from V4 countries (to
Germany or USA), this is negative; but something else can be nearshoring (from China to V4, a German
firm brings here its investment, which has a positive effect). Of course, a V4 company can also
backshore from Asia to V4, for example, (and this is positive). This table illustrates reshoring cases
between 2014-18, and involving V4 countries.
Table 2. Summary of re-shoring cases concerning the V4 countries, 2014-18
Backshoring from V4 Backshoring to V4 Nearshoring to V4
No. of cases

15 from Pol

6 to Pol

4 to Pol

4 from CZ

1 to SK

2 to SK

4 from SK
Automation as reason 9

1 to HU
0

1

Source: Éltető, 2020
In particular, out of 15 registered backshoring moves from Poland, 8 were motivated by the automation
of production processes. One out of four nearshoring cases followed the logic of automation.
The reasons for backshoring from Slovakia were proximity to supplier, implementation of strategies
based on product/process innovation, the automation of production processes, and know-how in the
home country (European Reshoring Monitor). In Czechia, out of the four backshoring cases, only one
was motivated by automation, whereas the others were motivated by proximity to customers/suppliers
or re-organisation. One case of nearshoring to V4 was motivated by a firm's global reorganisation and
the labour costs' gap reduction. There is no backshoring case from Hungary in the database, but there
is a nearshoring one, a German manufacturer bringing its production nearer, from Asia.
In November, 2019, Adidas announced it would cease production at the two “Speedfactories” it had
built in Germany and the US (Bain 2019). This ambitious project was meant to be a departure from the
standard manufacturing, which relies on Asian suppliers. It was supposed to transform footwear
production thanks to digitisation, robotisation and automation, faster, customer tailor-made, and more
flexible. Apparently, the main challenge in Speedfactories was the limited number of models they could
make. Nike has been also turning to automation, but both firms continue to do the lion’s share of their
manufacturing in Asia, which proves to be cost-efficient, due to the infrastructure developed there in
the last decades.
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Recent findings of Amendolagine et al. (2018), based on analysis of African economies, shows a high
degree of complementarity between GVCs and FDI. These authors argue therefore, that policies
providing support to the entry and upgrading of countries in GVCs, can offer an additional advantage in
maximising spillovers from FDI. These results, although on a different group of countries at a different
development level, show the independence of GVC and FDI in modern international economics, and
point to the mutual dependence between countries’ positions and participation in GVC, and the
benefits they can derive from FDI. The emergence of digital platforms and ecosystems (DPE) as a venue
for value creation, and capture for multi-national enterprises, holds considerable implications for
international business (Nambisan et al.,2019). Cross-border platforms and ecosystems are venues for
multi-faceted innovation, and as a multi-sided marketplace. DPEs are

affording new ways of

internationalisation, such as facilitating new ways of building knowledge and relationships, and enabling
new ways of creating and delivering value to global customers.
The Oxford Dictionary (2015) defines “policy” as a course or principle of action, adopted or proposed
by an organisation or an individual. It encompasses various instruments with which certain goals can be
achieved. Policy can refer to conceptual aspects, such as the general direction of the pursued strategy,
as well as to the administrative, operational dimension, including approvals, issuance, etc. This may
require re-negotiating and concluding specific international agreements to address the
cryptographicrelated, dual usage trade problems, or launching new social contracts to mitigate the
problems of precarious work and labour market challenges.
Buckley (2018) argued that authority of the nation-state remains the only feasible power capable of
countervailing global firms’ pressure, however, these supervisory, regulatory, and incentivising roles
exerted by nations need to be transparent and supervised within the framework of an optimal global
regime, which, unfortunately, is not yet in place. As argued by Iammarino (2018), place-sensitive policies
for connectivity (proxied by FDI), implies simultaneous co-ordination and compromise between ‘mission
oriented’, top-down approaches, and ‘diffusion-oriented’, bottom-up programmes.
The departure point for our consideration might be the policy checklist drafted by UNCTAD WIR 2017
(p.216). It starts with stressing the need to “review and prepare for changing investment determinants
and investor profiles in other industries, as they adopt digital technologies in global supply chains.”
Already in 2017, the EU emphasised that an industrial policy approach should be based on integrated
value chains and inter-clustering linkages, encompassing enterprises of all sizes, operating in the
manufacturing industry, and related services sectors. This should embrace human capital, research,
development and innovation, digital transformation, tackling - efficiently and robustly - unfair
commercial practices, sustainable and affordable energy sources, resource efficiency, industrial
servisisation, and better regulation (Veugelers, eds. 2017).
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As stressed in the recent Global Value Chain Development Report (2019), the final impact of digital
technologies on GVCs remains uncertain. On the one hand, they may reduce the length of supply chains,
due to the re-shoring, but on the other hand, it is likely that they will strengthen GVCs by lowering the
costs of co-ordination and matching between partners.

However, the benefits generated by

automation and digital technologies’ disruption and aggravation of existing disparities across regions,
might increase. Such developments clearly require comprehensive adjustment policies. On a positive
note, as highlighted by the Global Value Chain Development Report (2019), the digital economy offers
new opportunities for SMEs to play a more active role in GVCs. Automation could cause a threat to
labour markets in developing countries in the longterm, when consumption will not increase to
generate sufficient additional demand, offsetting the labour-saving technological change. In the short
term, however, automation should not reduce the attractiveness of low-wage destinations, particularly
for tasks based on human dexterity (Global Value Chain Development Report 2019). The potential for
backshoring/nearshoring is to a large extent, dependent on where the final markets/customers are, and
emerging markets are growing faster than the EU/USA.
In our research, we assume that Industry 4.0 can:
•

-> impact, directly, on the FDI strategy of MNEs, and -> indirectly, on the FDI policy in host
countries.

I4.0

• new
technologies
• new BM

FDI

• strategy
• FSA

FDI
policy

• measures
• context
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->affect the FDI policy directly, i.e. force policy-makers to alter the policy

I4.0

•new
technologies
•new BM

FDI
policy

•attractivness
•new
determinants

Scheme 3. I4.0 presumed impact on FDI and host location
Industry 4.0 –
business digital
transformation

Attractiveness of
host locations – new
set of factors

MNEs profile (firms
specific assets,
competitive
advantage, strategy)

Policy pursued
towards incoming
FDI

FDI strategy –
expansion-mode
markets, etc

FDI foreign direct
investments

FDI foreign direct
investments

Source: own proposal
Industry 4.0 would impact FDI by modifying MNEs strategies and profile, and hence, their firms’ specific
advantages (FSA), as well as by shaping renewed attractiveness of locations, and affecting the policies
run, thus, the location’s specific advantages (LSA). A recent study by Akpinar (2020), stresses this
relevance of the fit of a firm’s competitive strategies, and FSAs with LSAs. It should be stressed, that
besides attracting and embedding valuable FDI in I4.0, it is also essential to harness the established
subsidiaries, as potential vehicles of the fourth industrial revolution. The World Economic Forum has
identified 18 companies that are leaders in the implementation of Industry 4.0 solutions (White Paper
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WEF, McKinsey 2019). Most of them come from Asia, but there are also companies from the Old
Continent: the German chemical company, Henkel, and British pharmaceutical company, GSK. There
are also three European manufacturers operating on other continents. These are the Singaporean plant,
Infineon (Germany), the Brazilian plant, Renault (France), and the Dubai branch of Unilever
(Netherlands/UK).
We have grouped the issues, we raised in our field study – semi-structured interviews - into main blocks,
which reflect on the major aspects of our research.
Understanding of I4.0

How do you understand the term “Industry 4.0 (I4.0)”?
o

as a set of technologies - the most important being AI, VR, 3D, H2M… or as

o

new business models – platforms (firms like AirBnB, Uber, etc.)

Which effects of I4.0 (from the list below), would you see as the most important for the company,
national economy, region/location?
o

improved innovativeness

o

less defects /downtime

o

new smart products, new services, new business models, and new efficient processes

o

customisation with mass production

o

alleviated resource scarcity

o

better energy efficiency

o

urban production possible

o

alleviated consequences of demographic change

o

other…

Impact on MNEs and FDI

How do you see the dominant strategy of HQ of MNEs?
o

“appropriation” (i.e. keeping know – how to themselves, which is detrimental for the host
country).

o

“sharing” (beneficial for subsidiaries, sharing know-how and technologies possessed by MNEs).

How would you see the consequence of I4.0 - impact on business activities and manufacturing location?
o

more power to MNEs (concentration, market dominance of a few) or

o

more to SMEs (distributed, nimble scattered activities)?

What could the dominant direction of FDI flows be, in consequence of I4.0?
o

backshoring of FDI from V4 countries (e.g. back to Germany or USA) - negative

o

nearshoring (e.g. German firm reshuffles investment from China to V4 a) - positive

o

backshoring by V4 companies (e.g. from Asia back to V4 countries) - positive
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What are the most direct effects of I4.0 on global FDI flows?
o

FDI becoming less tangible (less capital invested)

o

more footloose (can quicker withdraw and relocate)

o

creating less jobs

o

other…

Which type of FDI seems most affected by I4.0?
o

Upstream/ design/R&D

o

Production, assembly

o

Downstream/sales/marketing

Which sectors are mostly affected by I.4.0, and in consequence, by possible backshoring?
Impact on host location, V4 aspect

The I4.0 induced changes in location preferences can lead to?
o

more concentration – e.g. capital cities “winner takes it all” and further polarisation/inequalities
or

o

create a chance for peripheries?

What are the most pressing host attractiveness challenges?
o

technical issues – infrastructure, etc.

o

legal standards and the law, safeguarding the rights and obligations under I4.0.

o

labour market solutions – education, training, skills

o

other ….

In terms of shaping the FDI policy (“how to attract FDI?”) what would be the most critical aspect?
o

Macro / general ecosystem (e.g. as measured by indices and rankings, DESI)

o

Existence of clusters (mesolevel)

o

IPAs – concrete tailor-made incentives

o

Concrete politics – educational / labour market / others…

How do you see the readiness in your country to host FDI in I4.0 time – aspects which might be
considered?
o

digital maturity of domestic firms

o

infrastructure

o

skills, education

o

capabilities of foreign subsidiaries

o

other

In general, I4.0 is, in your opinion, more?
o

a threat or

o

a chance for your country as a location of FDI
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V4 countries - how the I4.0 consequences will play out - which country of the V4 group seems best
prepared in your opinion?
In the next sections, we discuss each V4 country’s performance, in terms of FDI, Industry 4.0 adoption,
and we present the key results of our empirical study (note that details are provided in respective
country reports).
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CZECHIA
In this chapter, we provide only the abridged version of the data and interviews presented in separate
Country Reports, which constitutes an integral part of the Project.
FDI
Until the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic, Czechia has enjoyed strong economic growth, with a stable
banking sector resilient during the recent crises. Whilst public expenditures were at a controlled level
till 2019, present governmental fiscal policy is strictly criticised by the Czech Fiscal Council (2020). On
the contrary, the labour market still features one of the lowest unemployment rates of Europe (thanks
to governmental anti-crisis measurements). Additionally, a healthy business environment and long
history of industrial production (the sector continues to have great potential), combined with central
geographic location make the country attractive in foreign investors’ eyes, according to NordeaBank
(2019). Nevertheless, there are certain weak points. Czechia is highly dependent on exports (84% of
GDP in 2017, OECD) and the inflow of foreign investment, which makes it particularly vulnerable in times
of crisis. Besides, the uncertainty on EZ membership can discourage European entrepreneurs in the
long-term. Legislative and judicial reforms are slow, which, together with the ageing of the population,
constitute obstacles, and can limit the country's ability to attract investors.
As stressed by Nordea experts, to reduce the dependence on European trading partners, the
government has undertaken reforms, in the last decade, to diversify the economic fabric. To support
these changes, an export strategy (2012-2020) targeting fast-growing emerging markets, and a strategy
to improve competitiveness (launched in 2011), have been implemented. However, this effort has so
far failed.

Table 3. FDI inflow and stock in Czechia
Foreign
Investment

Direct 2016

2017

2018

FDI
Inward 9,815
Flow (million USD)

9,522

9,479

FDI Stock (million USD)

155,994

155,024

110

132

121,855

Number of Greenfield 97
Investments***

Source: https://www.nordeatrade.com/en/explore-new-market/poland/investment
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Overall, the volume of the inward FDI stock shows a growing trend within the countries surveyed and,
the share of our inward FDI stock to GDP, is the highest for the last three years in comparison to other
Visegrad countries. This Czech dependence on foreign capital started at the end of the 1990s, after the
investment promotion system was introduced. The more positive view towards FDI, compared to the
early 1990s, was to a large extent, related to failures of domestic mass privatisation, and later to the
banking crises. Furthermore, greenfield investment was welcomed in regions with high unemployment.
The significant increase in FDI is thus apparent after 1998, which also contributed to the stabilisation of
the Czech balance of payments (current account deficit coverage). Export orientation became more
profound, particularly in the manufacturing sector, and many factories in the electronics and
automotive industries were relocated to Visegrad countries, due to cost-cutting motives (Humphrey
and Memedovic, 2003).
Figure 7. Structure of Current Account Balance of Czechia (mil. USD)
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Czechia also shows another specific feature, which is characteristic for transition countries. This is a
strong disparity between the inward and outward stock of foreign investment. Thus, the country differs
very significantly from the model of Western European economies, which has great consequences for
the balance of payments, respecting the Czech net investment position. While the trade (goods and
services) balance has shown a growing surplus since Czechia’s accession to the EU, the overall current
account balance is limited by the outflow of profits abroad. The current account balance of the country
ran a surplus after 2014. However, it has reverted back to a current account deficit since 2019,
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according to OECD (2020b), which may again re-open a critical debate about the high role of foreign
capital in the domestic economy.
Figure 8. Profits outflow and the current account balance of Czechia, in relation to re-investments (mil.
USD).
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However, one important fact must be taken into account in this debate. Up till 2002, the inflow of new
investments, so-called equity capital, had been dominant in the total FDI flows (mainly due to the
privatisation process), and it was later, when the relative importance of re-invested profits became
greater in the stock of foreign direct investment. At present, the shares of inflows of new investments
and re-investments are even (ČNB 2020). Furthermore, whilst the share of foreign ownership in the
total production of Czechia was less than one tenth in the mid-1990s, it currently generates about a
third of gross value added, less than a half of total turnover, and even two thirds of all Czech companies'
profits.
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Figure 9. Inward FDI Stock of Czechia (mil. USD)
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From the perspective of our study, we need to further analyse the relevant territorial and sectoral
structure of the stock of incoming FDI. These links may pre-determine Czech vulnerability to the
implementation of elements of the 4th Industrial Revolution, due to territorial involvement in global
production networks, along with specific differences between economic sectors. However, in today's
globalised world, it is very difficult to identify the national domicile of foreign investors. Firstly, due to
the complex ownership relations within the multi-national enterprises (MNEs), and also due to the use
of national domiciles of countries that are attractive, for example, for low-tax or low-regulatory reasons.
For this reason, it is possible to use OECD (2020d) statistics that distinguish between immediate and
ultimate counterparts.
Table 4. Czech Inward FDI positions by main partner country (BMD4, % of total FDI)
Ranking

Immediate counterpart

Ultimate counterpart

Country

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

Country

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

1

Netherlands

24

24

23

20

19

Germany

25

24

21

20

20

2

Luxembourg

12

12

12

15

17

Czechia

6

8

8

14

18

3

Germany

13

13

14

16

16

Austria

11

10

10

9

8

4

Austria

13

13

11

10

10

France

7

8

9

8

8

5

France

6

8

8

7

7

Netherlands

5

5

7

7

7

6

Switzerland

5

4

4

5

4

USA

8

8

7

7

6

7

Cyprus

4

3

4

4

3

Switzerland

3

3

4

4

4

(2018)
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Slovakia

4

3

3

3

3

Italy

4

5

5

4

4

9

Italy

1

1

3

3

3

UK

5

5

5

4

3

10

Poland

1

2

2

2

3

Belgium

4

4

4

3

3

11

UK

3

4

3

3

2

Cyprus

3

3

3

3

3

12

Belgium

3

2

1

0

2

Poland

1

1

2

2

2

13

Korea

2

2

2

2

2

Japan

2

2

2

2

2

14

Sweden

1

1

1

1

1

Korea

1

2

2

2

2

15

Japan

1

1

1

1

1

Slovakia

3

3

2

1

1

Source: own construction based on OECD (2020d)
If we don`t consider the ultimate investing country attitude, in the longterm, investments from the
Netherlands are of the utmost importance, although their share fell from 29% to 19% between 2013
and 2018 (OECD 2020d). Luxembourg (17%), Germany (16%), and Austria (10%), are in the next ranking
places for foreign investors. France, Switzerland, Belgium, the USA, Slovakia, the UK, and South Korea
also account for between 2 and 7%. Nevertheless, if we take into account the true origin of FDI, the
position of individual countries will be different. Germany would come in first place (from a 25% to a
20% share between 2013 and 2018), followed by Czechia itself (due to re-investments, this share is
rising from 12% to 18%), France (8%), Austria (8%), Netherlands (7%), the USA (6%), Italy (4%), the UK
(3%), Belgium (3%), Switzerland (4%), Japan (2%), Poland (2%), and Korea (2%).
Over the last five years, which are statistically captured by the OECD (2020d), FDI has flown mainly to
the services sector (about 60%), and the manufacturing industry (about 30%). If we look more accurately
at individual service sectors, the highest shares are reported by the financial sector (incl. insurance),
real estate, wholesale, retail trade, and professional services. Within the manufacturing industry, the
largest concentration of FDI is located in motor vehicles, trailers, semi-trailers, and of other transport
equipment production, further mnufacture of petroleum, chemical, pharmaceutical, rubber and plastic
products, manufacture of computer, electronic and optical products (resp. ICT in services, as well).
Foreign investments in the Czech energy industry are also relevant.
INDUSTRY 4.0
In Czechia, several documents have already been prepared, aiming at developing the Industry 4.0
potential (see Table 5).
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Table 5. Czech strategic documents and concepts related to Industry 4.0
Year
Responsible institution
Documents
2014
Ministry of Education, Youth and Strategy of Education Policy of Czech Republic until 2020
Sports (MSMT)
2015
Ministry of Transport (MD)
Action Plan for the Development of Intelligent Transport
Systems in Czech Republic ITS) by 2020 (with a view to
2050)
2016
MD
Implementation Plan for ITS
2016
Ministry of Industry and Trade Industry 4.0 (Initiative)
(MPO)
2017
Governmental Office
Action Plan for Society 4.0
2017
MD
Vision for Autonomous Mobility Development
2017
Governmental Office
Strategic framework Czech Republic 2030
2018
Ministry of Labour and Social
Action Plan for Job 4.0
Affairs
2018
R&D&I Council (RVVI) / MPO
National Research and Innovation Strategy for Smart
Specialisations of Czech Republic 2014-2020 (update
2018)
2019
RVVI
Innovation Strategy of Czech Republic 2019-2030
(Strategic Framework Plan)
2019
Governmental Office
Digital Czech Republic (strategy)
2019
RVVI
National strategies of artificial intelligence in Czech
Republic
Source: Hnát et al. (2019: 50)
The first Czech strategy, directly related to the Industry 4.0 concept, is the Initiative issued by the
Ministry of Industry and Trade in 2016. It discusses possible directions for further development and the
requirements of Czechia, in terms of security, labour market, education, regulation, etc. The initiative
also pays attention to the possible risks of current economic, technical, and social developments. Prior
to this document, two sectoral ones were published. They can be indirectly linked to the solutions for
future challenges, namely in education and the transport system. After Industry 4.0 Initiative, the
Governmental office or ministries issued partial sectoral documents (such as strategies, action plans,
white papers, etc.), see table 1. Among them, the Digital Czech Republic has strategic importance,
because it is a set of concepts and implementation plans, ensuring the pre-conditions for the long-term
prosperity of Czechia, in the environment of the on-going digital revolution. This framework strategy
covers three pillars, which form a logical unit with many internal links, but also reflect the structure
targeted to different recipients, as well as differences in the current legislative definition:
•

Czech Republic in digital Europe

•

ICT Concept of Czech Republic (Digital Public Administration)

•

The Concept of digital economy and society

(Office of the Government of the Czech Republic, 2020)
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Despite the existence of many documents and strategies related to industry 4.0 across many resorts,
the overall strategic vision of the Czech Republic, (not only) related to Industry 4.0, is missing. There
are too many goals and the co-ordination of these goals is insufficient. Czechia is already facing several
challenges. Aridi and Querejazu (2019) stress the risk of a middle income trap related to weak labour
productivity and labour productivity growth in the Czech economy, and the manufacturing sector, in
comparison with its regional counterparts. The Czech labour market has shown overheated features
up to 2020, mainly in terms of labour shortages (esp. blue collar workers) and wages growth.
The long-term shortage of some labour categories might be settled by impacts of Industry 4.0.
According to Chmelař et al. (2015), the impact on individual professions would differ in Czechia (the
most vulnerable occupations can be found in table 6). The question is if there is a match between
professions with a shortage of employees, and those that are under the highest digital threat. As we can
see in table 6, only some of them belong to bluecollar workers. In this context, the European
Commission (2017) positively assesses the Czech attitude that is focused on skills, the adaptation of the
education system, and linkage between indicative measures and the labour market. However, the gap
between industry’s needs and qualifications remains one of the main threats related to the impacts of
Industry 4.0 in the country.
Table 6. Professions with the highest digital threat index
ISCO-3 Code
431
411
832
523
621

Occupations
Numerical Clerks
General Office Clerks
Car, Van and Motorcycle Drivers
Cashiers and Ticket Clerks
Forestry and Related Workers
Blacksmiths, Toolmakers, and Related Trades
722
Workers
441
Other Clerical Support Workers
412
Secretaries (general)
834
Mobile Plant Operators
612
Animal Producers
921
Agricultural, Forestry, and Fishery Labourers
811
Mining and Mineral Processing Plant Operators
Rubber, Plastic, and Paper Products Machine
814
Operators
432
Material recording and Transport Clerks
821
Assemblers
816
Food and Related Products: Machine Operators
961
Refuse Workers
421
Tellers, Money Collectors, and Related Clerks
831
Locomotive Engine Drivers and Related Workers
818
Other Stationery Plant and Machine Operators
Source: Chmelař, Volčík, Nechuta, Holub (2015)

Digitisation Threat Index
0,98
0,98
0,98
0,97
0,97
0,97
0,96
0,96
0,96
0,95
0,95
0,94
0,94
0,94
0,93
0,93
0,93
0,93
0,92
0,92
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SURVEY RESULTS
Interviews were conducted with six people during January and February of 2020. Our respondents
included two CEOs of multi-national technological companies operating in the country, , one of Czech
origin, the other of European origin. One respondent was an entrepreneur, and at the same time, a
head of an association representing several companies. Two respondents were from a governmental
organisation closely related to our research topic. The last respondent is a researcher in a big
international organisation. For an easier interpretation of results, we split the respondents into two
groups: a business sector and an institutional sector. We had planned to conduct more interviews with
representatives of the business sector; unfortunately, the pandemic/lockdown did not allow this to
happen.
I4.0 UNDERSTANDING IN THE EYES OF INTERVIEWEES
o

The term industry 4.0 is viewed as as a set of technologies (the most important being AI, VR, 3D,
H2M) according to three respondents.

o

Three representatives of the business sector view it as new business models – platforms,
specifically: “implementation of new technologies for its business and a transformation” or “a new
attitude, where automatisation is just one part of it”.

o

The business sector and the researchers/officials, thus, understand industry 4.0 in different ways.

o

The most important effects of I4.0 for the company, national economy, region/location, are,
according to two respondents from the business sector, almost all true answers given (namely:
less defects /downtime; new smart products, new services, new business models, and new efficient
processes; customisation with mass production; alleviated resource scarcity; better energy
efficiency; urban production possible; alleviated consequences of demographic change; other…).

o

One institutional respondent considered as crucial, the improved innovativeness and customisation
with mass production

o

Two respondents think there is another answer: according to the first one “the cheap labour costs
buffer has been depleted in Czechia. Industry 4.0 is in the hands of foreign owners, and we can,
thus, expect a fast replacement of the labour force”.

The

other respondent believes in

“strengthening the competitiveness of the local environment”.
I4.0 IMPACT ON MNES & FDI IN THE EYES OF INTERVIEWEES
o

The dominant strategy of the headquarters of MNEs is, according to most respondents,
appropriation (i.e. keeping know-how to themselves, which is detrimental for the host country).
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o

A respondent from the business sector stresses the differences between firms, which are
dependent on the firm’s strategy, its size, as well as country of origin. He mentions there are several
large MNEs (including Siemens, Bosch, or Škoda) that know the local potential, and are more willing
to share their know-how.

o

The only respondent who believes that MNEs possessing know-how and technologies, and actually
share them with Czech subsidiaries, is a CEO of the Czech branch of a large foreign MNE. He
mentioned the role of political pressures and asserted that some Czech branches even serve as a
benchmark for Germany.

o

The consequence of I4.0’s impact on business activities and manufacturing location will give more
power to MNEs (concentration, market dominance of a few companies), according to four
respondents.

o

Large companies might absorb the small ones, because new technologies are connected with high
costs, which the smaller ones cannot afford.

o

One respondent from the business sector believes that I4.0 can mean more power to SMEs, and
stresses that: “the de-centralisation of production activities, enabled by the existence of platforms,
will secure orders”.

o

One respondent thinks that both SMEs and MNEs can get access to power, though this is dependent
on the readiness of SMEs and the time horizon.

o

The crucial issue will be who will own the final product, and the ability of local suppliers to integrate
into digital platforms.

o

The dominant direction of FDI flows, in consequence of I4.0, will be backshoring of FDI from V4
countries (e.g. back to Germany or the USA), according to two institutional respondents.

o

One businessman believes that nearshoring (e.g. a German firm reshuffles its investment from
China to V4) and backshoring by V4 companies (e.g. from Asia back to V4 countries), will dominate,
because “there is a need to return production back to Europe, otherwise, we will lose the knowhow to produce something”.

o

Two respondents from the business sector believe that all three flows (backshoring of FDI from V4
countries, nearshoring, and backshoring by V4 companies) will occur simultaneously.

o

The most pervasive direct effects of I4.0 on global FDI flows is, according to two institutional
respondents, creating less jobs.

o

Two respondents believe that FDI is becoming less tangible (less capital invested).

o

One CEO thinks that FDI flows will be more footloose (can quicker withdraw and relocate).

o

Another business representative believes that all three above-mentioned trends will occur - FDI
becoming less tangible, more footloose, and less jobs will be created.
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o

Respondents also point out that the intensity level of production, legislation, and infrastructure, as
well as politics, will play a role in terms of jobs replacement.

o

I4.0 will affect FDI in production and assembly, mainly, according to two respondents, “because
investment in building a new factory is still much higher than in building a research team”.

o

One respondent from the business sector believes that most affected will be Upstream/
Design/R&D – because companies such as Bosch, Valeo, or ABB, are establishing R&D centres with
new technologies in Czechia, and digitisation enables work on projects from various locations.

o

Sectors that are affected by I4.0 the most, and in consequence, by possible backshoring, are services
(financial services, data processing), according to two institutional respondents.
o

one respondent from the business sector mentioned the automotive industry and its supplying
industries will be impacted, not just because of automation and digitisation, but also due to an
increase in electromobility and the lower complexity of electromotors.

o

one representative of the business sector mentioned that the manufacture of machinery and
electrical equipment might be to a lower extent, affected.

o

respondents stress that not only labour costs in manufacturing are important, but also
accompanying services (transportation, warehousing), which are still cheaper in Czechia, play an
important role.

I4.0 ATTRACTIVENESS OF HOST LOCATION IN THE EYES OF INTERVIEWEES
o

I4.0 induced by changes in location preferences, can lead to a higher concentration – e.g. capital
cities “winner takes it all”, and further polarisation/inequalities, according to four respondents.

o

Two respondents from the business sector felt that it would create a chance for those on the
peripheries: thanks to virtualisation: ”the centres will grow further for some time, and then,
agglomeration dis-economies will prevail.“

o

According to two respondents, the most pressing of the host’s attractiveness challenges are all
three of them (technical issues, legal standards, and labour market solutions), with major stress on
education.

o

Two respondents highlighted

mainly legal standards and laws safeguarding the rights and

obligations under I4.0.
o

One respondent from an institution considered technical issues (infrastructure) as the biggest
challenge, due to the ”economic concentration of hubs, and limited infrastructure in the
peripheries“; whilst one respondent viewed

labour market solutions as the most pressing

challenge.
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o

In terms of shaping the FDI policy (“how to attract FDI?”) the most critical aspect is the macro /
general ecosystem, mainly to strengthen the business environment, according to two respondents.
Concrete politics, particularly of an educational nature, were also mentioned.

o

One respondent stated another concept as his main belief, namely that ”the state should have a
vision“, and Czechia should be a bridge between the West and the East.

o

The question related to the readiness in your country to host FDI in I4.0, focused on several aspects.
The digital maturity of domestic firms is, according to two institutional respondents, good, whereas
business representatives are more skeptical. . One respondent stressed a big variation, as most
firms have a low digital maturity, but it is an improving situation.

o

Infrastructure is considered to be rather poor. Backbone data lines are missing and digital
communication with the public sector is insufficient. Only one business representative considered
it to be relatively good, including telecommunications in that assessment.

o

Skills and education are so far considered to be quite sufficient, but represent a challenge for the
future. Many respondents felt that there should be selective support, particularly for technical
universities, because of shortages in technical graduates, and also the higher costs of technical
education to consider. They also urged a bigger demand for particular skills, for specific positions,
and a need for inter-disciplinarity.

o

The capabilities of foreign subsidiaries are considered to be good in Czechia, by all respondents,
and they asserted that automatisation has been on-going for over 15 years.

o

General opinion about I4.0, and Czechia as a location for FDI, was described as “representing an
opportunity” by three respondents.

o

Two institutional respondents think it is a threat in terms of FDI, but a chance for domestic
companies. One respondent stressed that it is both an opportunity and a threat, “if we do not wake
up in time”.

o

When evaluating what is the most prepared country for industry 4.0, all respondents agreed that
Czechia is the most prepared of all the V4 countries, some respondents view Poland as having a big
potential, whilst others perceive Slovakia in that way.

o

The existence of investment incentives has also been discussed. Two respondents believed that
investment incentives should be cancelled, because they „distort the market, technologically and
economically“. One respondent mentioned that subsidies distort the market, but are important for
MNEs.

FINAL WORD
In our interviews, we found several interesting things, which are summed up below:
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o

Big role of foreign companies, mainly because they own the new technologies.

o

Big variations, even between MNEs, in the implementation of I4.0 features.

o

Domestic companies are lagging behind.

o

For the assessment of possible impacts of I0.4, the time horizon is important.

o

Impacts of I4.0 are dependent on how the country (public and private sector) responds to
technological changes.

o

It is not just about labour costs, but also the accessibility of supplying services is important for
MNEs.

o

There are differences between sectors.

o

In many cases, institutional respondents were more skeptical than the business respondents.

In Czechia, insufficient labour skills and qualifications can be viewed as the major problem, in terms of
readiness for new technologies. The educational system, thus, needs to be reformed. Robotisation and
automation is on-going in many companies, and will be speeded up by covid pandemics. Foreign
subsidiaries have already been to a large extent automatised, whereas domestic companies, particularly
SMEs, are in general, lagging behind, though there are many companies that have implemented
features of I4.0. One of the major reasons is that new technologies are a costly investment, for which,
small companies do not have sufficient resources. An important finding is also that companies are not
prepared for cyber-threats, which dramatically increase with digitalisation. Here, we see the crucial role
of the state, which should provide the necessary infrastructure, reforms, and policies.
Czechia, like other Visegrad countries, is largely dependent on foreign capital. Therefore, these
countries were named as dependent market economies (Nölke and Vliegenthart, 2009). FDI stock
reaches 67 % of GDP, and foreign firms accounted for over 60% of value added in manufacturing (OECD,
2019). The FDI inflows helped to transform the economy, but at the same time, there were also negative
aspects associated with it, such as dependence on foreign capital and technology, profit repatriations,
or limited value added created, controlled, and captured in the country. There are three possible
scenarios of the impact of I4.0, in terms of FDI inflows to Czechia:
o

Relocation of production to other countries (to lower cost countries, or backshoring to core
countries) - significant dis-investment.

o

Keeping production here with higher automation – slowly declining FDI inflows, probable
employment downsizing.

o

Bigger investment in services and/or R&D (asset light investment) – long-term decrease in FDI.

When assessing these three scenarios, we also need to consider the time horizon. According to our
analysis, we expect the second scenario will prevail in the shortterm. . Labour costs are not the only
locational factors. Geographic location, logistics, and other costs of production (including taxes,
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subsidies) are important, and sunken costs also play a role. As Germany leads as the ultimate investor
(contrary to the largest immediate investor - the Netherlands), geographic location still matters.
In the longterm, the third scenario, and to some extent, also the first, will become more important.
However, there are big differences between industries and between MNEs´strategies, even within the
same industry, therefore, predictions are

difficult.

Further, electro-mobility, together with

automatisation and digitisation, will have a big impact on Czech firms, as the country is largely
dependent on the automotive sector, with combustion engine cars including significantly more
components (produced in Czechia), than electric cars. However, by contrast, FDI to the service sector
prevails over manufacturing. With on-going digitisation, this investment can become much more assetlight, meaning that these inflows will weaken. A good example is the reduction of branches in the
banking sector, as more and more activities performed at branches, are now available on-line. We also
need to differentiate between FDI to access the domestic market, and production for exports (both in
manufacturing and services). Whereas so far, major attention has been given to manufacturing, future
research should focus more attention on services, as well as how digitisation will impact upon this
sector.
We would like to stress that lower FDI inflows are not necessarily a bad thing. They could also create an
opportunity for Czech companies, and the Czech economy, in general, to lower the dependence on
foreign capital. However, this will depend on how the Czech economy, and mainly the Czech
government (through

its investment, policies, regulations), will respond to these technological

challenges.
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HUNGARY
In this chapter, we provide only the abridged version of the data and interviews, which are presented
in a separate Country Report, which constitutes an integral part of the Project.
FDI
As is wellknown, FDI had an important role for Visegrad countries in their transition process and
economic development. Hungary was one of the main FDI-recipient countries during the nineties, and
later on, still had substantial annual FDI inflows. As a result, the stock of FDI at present is more than 80
billion euros, representing around 70% of the GDP of the country.
Figure 10. Direct investment (stock) in Hungary (net liabilities, EURmn), 1998-2018
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Source: Hungarian National Bank (MNB)3
FDI inflows have been fluctuating in the past decade (pumped up by large automotive investments in
certain years, such as capacity extensions by the German Audi, or new, greenfield investment by the
German Mercedes) as Figure 2 shows. In 2015-2018, there has been a growing trend of FDI flow

3

https://www.mnb.hu/en/statistics/statistical-data-and-information/statistical-time-series/viii-balance-ofpayments-foreign-direct-investment-international-investment-position/foreign-direct-investments/dataaccording-to-bpm6-methodology
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balances, but these are surpassed by the yearly amount of re-invested earnings4, stemming mainly from
European investors. Besides the advantageous locational factors, favourable Hungarian fiscal
conditions, thus, promote investment and a re-investment of profits.
Figure 11. Direct investment in Hungary, net flows, excluding capital in transit and restructuring of
asset portfolios (EUR mn), 1995-2018.
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Regarding the main foreign investors in Hungary, Germany is the most important partner, and besides
other European countries, Asian and North-American investments are also significant. New insights in
the composition of FDI, according to the nationality of ultimate investors, are provided by new data, so,
now we know more about who really invests in Hungary. In tracing the ‘real origin’ of FDI in a host
country, a new opportunity is provided by the data on ultimate investors. The ultimate controlling
investor of an investment project may differ from the direct investor, and therefore, their nationalities
may differ. Multi-nationals increasingly use their foreign subsidiaries for channelling FDI to third (or
more) countries, for mainly tax optimisation reasons. Further reasons include organisational ones, or a
higher familiarity of subsidiary staff with the new location of FDI in a third country. The task of tracing
the ultimate investor multi-national company is, in certain cases, problematic, and requires substantial
knowledge and resources. Until now, only a few national banks have published two data sets, including
the Hungarian national bank (Fertő-Sass, 2020).
4

Re-invested earnings are the portion of income due to the owners of equity, in addition to distributed income
(dividend). The difference between the positive or negative adjusted profit after tax, and the dividend declared
in the period concerned, is re-invested earnings.
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Table 7 provides data on the main investor countries in Hungary, presenting the nationalities of both
the direct (inmediate) investors and the ultimate investors, in decreasing order, according to the sum
of investment. Larger entities (continents) are written in bold.
Table 7. Inward FDI Positions (net liabilities) arranged by the country of the Ultimate Controlling
Parent, excluding Special Purpose Entities (EUR Mn), 2017.
Inmediate investor

Ultimate investor

Europe

70, 425,9

53, 546,3

Germany

17, 956,8

19, 894,2

Asia

2, 486,0

11, 814,0

America

1, 094,3

10, 016,9

-769,9

9, 309,9

Austria

8, 454,4

6, 845,5

France

3, 179,9

4, 865,0

Italy

2, 877,9

3, 251,4

United Kingdom

1, 993,8

3, 183,8

South Korea

1, 663,2

2, 852,3

968,5

2, 659,4

Not allocated

2, 461,5

2, 461,5

Netherlands

14, 536,3

2, 292,7

Switzerland

4, 674,1

1, 910,5

177,3

1, 658,3

Luxembourg

3, 344,5

1, 409,4

Belgium

2, 083,9

1, 362,3

Cyprus

1, 532,5

888,2

Denmark

832,0

830,5

Russia

474,8

704,2

Spain

810,4

584,9

Sweden

466,2

491,1

Norway

488,9

489,3

Ukraine

327,8

462,8

Czechia

433,3

455,2

Canada

492,5

348,7

Poland

1, 021,1

348,5

Ireland

2, 937,9

309,5

Africa

1, 550,3

248,3

United States

Japan

China

Source: Hungarian National Bank (MNB)
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Germany is still the top investor, but in the case of certain countries, the difference is outstanding. The
Netherlands, for example, is seemingly a large investor, but in reality Dutch investments have only an
average significance; other countries invest via the Netherlands (because of tax reasons, recall the socalled Dutch sandwich, according to which, it is beneficial in tax terms, to insert a Dutch affiliate
between the origin and the final host countries). One such country may probably be the USA, which has
a large role as investor, but not directly. Other such intermediary countries could be Luxembourg,
Cyprus, Austria, or Switzerland. Asian investors also use intermediary countries to invest in Hungary.
Foreign capital has a large share in manufacturing (mainly transport equipment and branches bound to
the automotive sector), and in services, too (financial services), see Table 2. Foreign-owned enterprises
provide more than 50% of production and value-added, and usually perform better than domestic ones
(Hunya, 2017). Domestic companies have a lower inclination to innovate, focusing mainly on lowtechnology sectors, but not on high- to medium-technology industries (Sass, 2017).
Table 8. Foreign direct investment position (stock) in Hungary, broken down by economic activities
(EUR mn), 2008, 2013, 2018.
NACE Rev2
code

Economic activity of resident direct investment
enterprises

2008

2013

2018

A

Agriculture, hunting, and forestry

336,4

465,4

515,8

B

Mining and quarrying

302,0

241,4

365,6

C

Manufacturing

17,
309,7
1, 769,1

16,
991,6
1, 792,7

32,
965,5
1, 951,1

239,4

292,5

381,8

846,7

776,6

1, 544,8

10,11,12
13,14,15

Food products; beverages and tobacco
Textiles wearing apparel and leather
products
16,17,18
Wood, paper, printing, and reproduction

D

19

Coke and refined petroleum products

807,4

34,2

74,4

20

Chemicals and chemical products

486,1

544,8

1, 965,1

21

Basic pharmaceutical products

1, 136,2

1, 434,1

3, 457,0

22

Rubber and plastic products

751,5

1, 429,2

2, 912,7

23

Other non-metallic mineral products

1, 439,5

1, 310,4

1, 418,5

24,25

Basic metals and fabricated metal products

1, 508,9

1, 371,8

2, 135,6

26

Computer, electronics, and optical products

1, 788,7

2, 149,8

3, 874,3

27

Electrical equipment

755,8

749,7

1, 406,4

28

Machinery and equipment, n.e.c.

826,2

905,3

1, 593,3

29, 30

Total vehicle and other transport equipment

4, 627,7

3, 515,3

9, 452,5

31,32,33

Manufacturing - not elsewhere classified

326,5

685,3

798,1

3, 052,9

2, 386,3

1 288,8

Electricity, gas, stem
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E

Water supply, sewerage, waste materials

85,2

110,3

66,1

F

Construction

1, 098,8

745,3

1, 027,4

Services (G,H,I,J,K,L,M,N,O,P,Q,R,S)

56,
526,5
8, 547,9

42,
819,5
9, 119,4

G

Wholesale and retail trade; repair of vehicles

38,
807,9
8, 601,6

H

Transportation and storage

1, 503,5

1, 163,0

1, 828,7

I

Accommodation and food services

417,2

440,1

797,6

J

Information and communication

5, 479,3

4, 315,9

4, 030,2

4, 567,5

3, 228,3

2, 987,2

61

of which: Telecommunications

62

of which: Information - technical services

185,4

276,1

447,3

63

of which: Information - services activities

36,4

3,7

-168,6

7, 903,6

9, 309,1

K

Financial and insurance activities

of which: Other monetary intermediation

5, 526,0

12,
923,2
12,
217,7
4, 585,0

1, 126,6

586,4

615,7

L

of which: Insurance, re-insurance and pension
funding
Real estate activities

5, 028,3

5, 424,6

7, 161,3

M

Professional, scientific and technical activities

8, 628,8

20,
093,6
47,0

5, 760,9

5, 512,0

64

of which: Financial intermediation
6419

65

69

of which: Legal and accounting activities

70
72
8299

6, 647,4

82,4

8, 629,1
5, 327,9

-152,6

of which: Activities of head office; management
consultancy activities
of which: Scientific research and development

8, 163,4
75,6

19,
518,1
77,5

Other services (N,O,P,Q,R,S)

1, 245,6

3, 618,0

4, 812,3

533,2

2, 120,7

1, 906,5

1, 515,8

1, 818,0

4, 651,1

0,0

0,0

0,0

62,
508,7

79,
284,8

83,
699,8

of which: Other business support service
activities - n.e.c.
Private purchase and sales of real estate
Not allocated
TOTAL

172,3

Source: Hungarian National Bank (MNB)
Looking back over the past two decades, while the inflow of FDI contributed considerably to the
economic restructuring of Hungary, most of the expectations on FDI-enhanced competitiveness, high
growth, and rapid convergence with the core-EU countries, were only partially fulfilled. This was due to
several factors: over-high expectations, economic policy mistakes, the inability of domestic firms to
become partners of foreign firms, and the generally low preference of multi-nationals to rely on local
firms (Sass, 2017).
The problems caused by the financial crisis of 2008-9, further deepened disillusionment, and FDI inflows
substantially declined during the crisis and post-crisis years. The Hungarian Orbán-government’s
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rhetoric often hinted about “bad” FDI and several legislative changes, specifically targeted foreignowned subsidiaries in certain sectors and industries (mainly those focused on the domestic market and
operating in the services sector) 5 . On the other hand, export-oriented manufacturing (“good”) FDI
enjoys generous incentives, and a supportive business environment, as witnessed by the automotive
industry, where foreign investment projects enjoy major privileges.
The ambiguity of Hungarian government policy is underlined by the fact that, by lowering corporate tax,
there are more and more incentives for multi-national companies to transfer their profits to Hungary,
and thus, save tax. At the same time, domestic companies usually face a higher effective tax rate than
large multi-nationals. In 2017, corporate tax rate was further reduced to 9%, benefitting mainly large
companies, and incentivising multi-national companies to further indulge in tax optimisation (Sass,
2017).
As mentioned, the foreign-owned firms’ role is still dominant in the Hungarian economy, and they
successfully adapted to the changing trends (also in application of Industry 4.0 – see later). As for
alternative ‘growth engine’ groups of companies, which would be competitive enough to take over the
role of dynamising the economy from the foreign-owned subsidiaries: Hungary has only a small group
of its own multi-national companies, dominating a few industries (e.g. MOL in energy, OTP in financial
services, Richter Gedeon in the pharmaceutical industry, or Videoton, an electronics manufacturing
service provider) and domestic small- and medium-sized firms are not quite competitive, with a very
small group of exceptions (Kovacs et al., 2016, Sass, 2017).
INDUSTRY 4.0
Industry 4.0 has a hype cycle. After having a peak of enthusiasm and popularity in Hungary, now the
curve is somewhere in the “valley of disillusionment” (Demeter et al., 2020). Probably in a short time,
the concept of Industry 4.0 will be evaluated as reality requires. Hungarian firms usually co-operate and
innovate little. Half of them have had no innovation (of any kind) at all in the past five years (Nick, 2020).
Nevertheless, policymakers, as well as industrial organisations, realised around 2015, the necessity of
promoting industry 4.0, which led to the establishment of various associations, platforms, politicsrelated organisations, or the inclusion of Industry 4.0 related aspects into the operational areas of the
existing units. Below, you can find some details about the most important “players” in Hungary, within
the CE area.
The Industry 4.0 National Technology Platform Association was established in 2016 with the
participation of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences, Institute for Computer Science and Control

5

Film industry, broadcasting, social vouchers, banks, energy sector.
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(SZTAKI), Ministry of Economy, important productive companies, and other professional organisations,
research institutes, and universities. These more than one hundred actors are grouped into seven work
groups: – strategic planning, – education and training, – production and logistics,– information and
communication technologies – industry 4.0 cyber physical sample applications,– innovation and
business model,– legal regulation. The platform is a national one, but there are some industrially
developed hubs.
IVSZ (Association for Digital Economy) is the largest and most significant leading interest group of the
Information and Communication Technologies industry in Hungary. The association has been operating
as a joint platform for the information technology, telecommunications, and electronics sectors, since
1991. The Association of Hungarian ICT aims to achieve the Digital Transformation of Hungary. IVSZ
represents the sectorial and social interests, and strategic goals, of the Hungarian information society,
and the ICT sector. The association has approximately 450 member companies. IVSZ has a “Sample
factories” project, and also organises the “Night of modern factories” event (72 factories participated
in 2019, and 5,300 guests attended).
The Hungarian government launched in 2015, the Digital Well-being Programme (DWP) aiming to help
citizens and companies in digitalisation. In DWP, digital development strategies were prepared, such as
Digital Education, Digital Export Development, and Digital Start-up Strategy. The VAT rate of internet
usage has been decreased from 27 to 18%, and then, to 5% in Hungary. In 2017, the government
extended the Digital Well-being Programme, and this DWP 2.0 strategy affects almost all areas of the
economy, society, and government6. At the same time, the Hungarian 5G Coalition was launched in June
2017, by 46 actors of the market, government, universities, and institutes.
The AI Coalition was created in spring 2019, and participates in the creation of the AI strategy of
Hungary, analysing social and economic effects of AI. There is an increasing number of member
companies, such as Hungarian Telekom, Microsoft, IBM, etc.7
However, the creation of these organisations could not really change the disadvantageous relative
position of Hungary. For example, despite these efforts, the Business Digitisation sub-index of the DESI
index, still shows a very backward position with regard to Hungary (see Figure 3), and according to that,
Hungary is in the penultimate place in the European Union.

6
7

Digital Child Protection Strategy and FinTech Strategy are also parts.
https://miagyakorlatban.hu/hu/companies
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Figure 12. DESI – Business Digitisation index, 2020.
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Source: https://digital-agenda-data.eu/datasets/desi
One explanation to this problem, i.e. the relatively large number of organisations, associations, etc.
active in Industry 4.0 related activities, and the disadvantegous ranking of Hungary in European Union
comparison, is related to the relatively weak link between the real needs of the firms, and the activities
and support these platforms or government policies provide. It is important to know the necessities of
the firms. The article of Fülep et al. (2018), based on a questionnaire, describes what the surveyed
companies themselves think about an effective policy. The firms’ highest expectation towards the state
is to be efficient in educational development. This is the most important factor, others like
infrastructure, finance, and regulation come far behind this. Training is the most important challenge,
and a lack of skilled labour is the highest barrier for the companies, regarding Industry 4.0.
The findings of other studies are similar. Szabó et al., (2019), surveyed the situation of Industry 4.0
promotion and learning based on interviews with members of the Industry 4.0 National Technology
Platform and policymakers, including university professors. They conclude that the Industry 4.0 system
is not sector-specific, but should be implemented and learned within the triple helix network
(government, universities, companies). Labour force characteristics are the most problematic,
especially when skills to implement digital technologies are missing. There is not enough experience to
disseminate, often the machinery park is of the highest technology, but the style of
leadership/management is obsolete. Competitiveness is the biggest challenge of supporting policy, as
incentives for low value-added activities are not beneficial in the longrun.
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SURVEY RESULTS
Altogether 13 anonymous interviews were conducted in Hungary, in the framework of this research
project, between December, 2019, and August, 2020. Our relatively small survey of academic and
industry experts, and company representatives, gave some insight into certain Industry 4.0 related
questions in Hungary. These are the following key points:
•

While experts are aware of the complexity of the Industry 4.0 phenomenon, companies usually
perceive it, just as a bunch of various technologies. The perception is more complex in foreignowned firms, and in knowledgeintensive local SMEs.

•

Differences in perception and use of Industry 4.0-related technologies, are obvious between
Hungarian- and foreign-owned companies; between the various industries and sectors, and
between internationalised (in a broad sense, including suppliers of local subsidiaries of foreign
multi-nationals) and non-internationalised Hungarian firms.

•

Effects of Industry 4.0 on production are deemed to have been realised gradually, thus, more
gradual than when revolutionary changes are usually expected, though COVID introduces a new
unknown element in this equation.

•

Impact on multi-national companies: both experts and company representatives were rather of
the view that MNEs try to cope with Industry 4.0related developments, along with R&D needs
on their own, but they are ready to share the results within the network of the multi-national
company, i.e. between headquarters and the various subsidiaries. It seems that Hungarian
subsidiaries are not involved in this work to any great degree, , as they are rather on the
“receiving end”.

•

As far as the impact on FDI is concerned, the experts agreed that Industry 4.0 will have a
significant impact on FDI; however, the trend is not clearcut yet, and there are other factors at
play, which influence the outcomes.

•

The experts more or less agreed that they do not expect mass backshoring or a mass increase
in nearshoring, but they expect only a few of these in the near future. On the other hand,
company representatives expect more “localisation”, which means . that firms in Hungary and
in Europe, will try to rely more on local (geographically closer) suppliers in the future. Some
companies in the sample have already taken steps in this direction.

•

Experts and companies agree that all sectors are, and will be affected, but especially the
automotive sector and electronics, as well as their supplier industries.

•

Further concentration of activities is expected by almost all the interviewed experts and
company representatives, which would raise inequality and polarisation, and put peripheral
regions in an even more disadvantageous situation.
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•

FDI policies have not been adapted to the new situation. They must be re-designed, especially
in terms of their links with education and skills.

•

Governments must provide training and change the education system, making it more
efficient, and willing to embrace Industry 4.0related skills, including the ability to collaborate,
etc.

•

Academic experts assessed that Industry 4.0 is more of a threat than an opportunity to the
Hungarian economy. Industry experts and company representatives, however, were more
optimistic, and saw more positively, the chances offered by Industry 4.0.

•

Concerning the Visegrad aspect: the experts saw an unused potential in the co-operation
between the four countries, which is now seen to have real content. This co-operation may
form a good basis for a regional approach to Industry 4.0 (which does not exist yet).

•

Experts and company representatives did not have an overview of regional developments, they
gave rather anecdotic evidence on one or another of the Visegrad member country’s
“leadership” in regional comparison. Our impression is that Industry 4.0 abilities and capacities
differ by industry, and every and each Visegrad country has some industries, where it excels.

I4.0 UNDERSTANDING IN THE EYES OF INTERVIEWEES
The various groups of interviews had a different understanding of I4.0.
•

The academic experts all emphasised the complexity of Industry 4.0, in terms of consisting of

various technologies, and introducing changes in business models.
•

The Hungarian companies, except for one knowledge-intensive Hungarian SME, perceived I4.0

as a set of technologies, usually identifying it with two or three important technological fields, such as
automation, robotisation, or big data.
•

Hungarian subsidiaries of foreign firms had a similar perception, the only difference was that

they mentioned more elements (three or four) of I4.0.
•

This understanding on the part of the firms was re-inforced by our industry experts.

The industry experts emphasised the persistence of the difference between Hungarian-owned and
foreign-owned companies, in terms of their approach to competitiveness and technology. This
difference in perception has been translated into a much more frequent use of I4.0-related technologies
by foreign-owned firms, compared to their Hungarian counterparts. The aim of the use of I4.0 was also
different: while the foreign subsidiaries found the most important impact of Industry 4.0 to be in better
organisation of production, higher efficiency of production, less defects and downtime, Hungarian
companies (with the exception of the knowledge-intensive SME) wanted to use certain elements of
Industry 4.0, in order to lessen their workforce needs. The industry experts explained that, in general,
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Hungarian companies do not develop at all, but this does not apply to new technologies, new modes of
organisation of production, etc. However, many Hungarian firms are now in the process of generation
changing, which seems to induce a more intense use of data, in order to get a real picture about the
strengths and weaknesses of the company in question.
Besides ownership, the use of I4.0-related technologies differs in many aspects. In terms of industries,
as in other countries, the automotive and electronics ones stand out. Furthermore, more regulated
industries seem to excel in Industry 4.0 areas. Those industries, with more foreign-owned companies,
are also more frequent users. Additionally, there is a clear difference between internationalised (here
we perceive internationalisation in a wide sense, thus, including suppliers to local affiliates of foreign
multi-national companies) and non-internationalised firms: internationalised firms, regardless of their
industry and ownership, are more frequent users. Overall, our interviewees expected less revolutionary,
and more gradual changes, which may have been modified by the impacts of the COVID crisis.
I4.0 IMPACT ON MNES & FDI IN THE EYES OF INTERVIEWEES
All interviewees agreed that I4.0 may have a fundamental impact on multi-national companies. In that
area, they felt that:
•

sharing the know-how and technologies within the network of the MNE, i.e. between

headquarters and different subsidiaries, will be more characteristic, though various other factors may
have a modifying impact in that respect;
•

I4.0-related research and development is rarely conducted in Hungarian subsidiaries, so

Hungarian subsidiaries are more on the receiving end, in terms of getting related knowledge from
headquarters or other subsidiaries;
•

I4.0-related R&D is usually done by the multi-national companies alone, so little or no co-

operation is present with other companies, though some outsourcing of certain activities is there;
•

decisions about the use of I4.0-related technologies is made locally by the management of the

subsidiaries in question.
•

An important shaping factor from the point of view of Hungarian subsidiaries, is whether they

will be able to become part of the European Union’s ecosystem; another shaping factor is the ability to
adapt to the new circumstances by Hungarian workers, especially the mid-skilled ones.
Concerning the impact of I4.0 on industry, our interviewees’ opinions differed much more. There was
only one point they agreed upon: that I4.0 will change FDI trends, but they did not agree how.
•

Some of them expected more backshoring to Hungary from far-away countries, and from

Hungary to core European countries, whilst others did not mention such clear trends, or emphasised
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that while there can be anecdotic cases, no mass backshoring can be expected. They were more in
favour of expecting some further nearshoring.
•

One expert expected the squeezing out of V4 capacities, by new digital factories in European-

core countries (V4 capacities may slowly become obsolete).
•

Opinions differed whether this impact, (if any), will be more gradual or more rapid.

•

Company representatives expected the increase in local sourcing.

•

Interviewees agreed that production and assembly will be affected the most.

•

In terms of industries, as was already mentioned, the automotive and electronics sectors were

expected to be affected the most, however, industry experts (depending on the introduction of policy
incentives) thought that specific traditional Hungarian industries, pharmaceuticals, and food, may also
be affected.

I4.0 ATTRACTIVENESS OF THE HOST LOCATION IN THE EYES OF INTERVIEWEES
•

There has been marked agreement between the various interviewees, that a change in the

locational advantages and disadvantages in Hungary, due to the impact of I4.0, can be expected.
•

They also agreed that more concentration could also be expected, with capital cities leading in

attracting FDI, and peripheries getting into a more disadvantageous position, increasing polarisation
and inequalities.
•

All interviewees emphasised the paramount importance of education, training, and skills, as

well as the presence of the enabling eco-system. They found that the role of skills, education, and
training, are the most pressing challenges for Hungary.
•

Academic experts also emphasised the importance of a complex approach for FDI policies,

including the embracement of sustainability in a wide sense.
•

Industry experts underlined the process of generation change in Hungarian companies, which

should also be taken into account by policy-makers, and which brings, not only a threat, but also an
opportunity from the point of view of FDI policies (especially supplier programmes), as the new
generation seems to be more aware of the latest trends in management, technology, etc.
•

Company representatives underlined that the government is expected to provide more general

training for the companies, and strengthen education and training in certain skills, such as: computer
and analytical skills, as well as language knowledge, which may also be part of the FDI policy. Overall,
they found other aspects (e.g. regulation, infrastructure) satisfactory.
•

One industry expert underlined that it is not only computer and analytical skills, which are

missing, but special skills concerning the ability of co-operating, working together, etc., which should be
enhanced by schools.
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•

The other industry expert added another major aspect: the need to set up an inventory of

available skills, competences, expert areas in various institutions and universities, and make this
available to those companies, which look for partners for research and development. This can also be
perceived as part of the FDI policy.
FINAL WORD
During the past decade, there are two main trends in global production: the spreading of Industry 4.0
and the restructuring/shortening of Global Value Chains. As a consequence of the coronavirus
pandemic, both trends will be strengthened. (To put it simply, robots and virtual space can be safer
than human contacts, and the shorter the production chain is, the less supply-disturbances can be
expected). These changes in global production affect FDI, as well as investment patterns. FDI has (or
had) been the most important tool in the Visegrád countries’ economic development, as this region is
an ideal example for the FDI-dependent growth model. However, this model seems to have weakened
after the 2008/9 financial crisis. Hungary’s dependence on the foreign-owned automotive industry
remained large, but there are still problems with skilled labour, education, and weak local SMEs.
Furthermore, FDI policies, which played an important role in attracting FDI to these countries (besides
the locational advantages), do not seem to fully reflect the changes in the business environment, and
do not seem to be fully adapted to the new situation, which is connected to the rise of Industry 4.0 (and
the COVID-pandemic).
The Hungarian literature is quite rich, and has addressed many aspects of Industry 4.0 Why do we have
certain important (and unequivocal) results from the various surveys and analysis, such as, for example,
on the differences, in terms of adapting Industry 4.0related elements by foreign-owned subsidiaries and
Hungarian firms, differences according to the size of the firms, or the importance of, and problems, with
education and training. We can, therefore, see that there is a lack of a systematic review and analysis
of this area. This is so, in spite of the fact that policy-makers, academic experts, and industry
representatives, all generally acknowledge the growing importance of the issue, and its significance,
from the point of view of the future of the Hungarian economy.
Our small survey, conducted in the framework of the project, has provided important insights into
Industry 4.0related developments in Hungary. We could document the different perceptions and use,
and their explaining factors, the expectations concerning Industry 4.0’s impact on FDI and multi-national
companies. The expectations concerning the changes in international productions, and their possible
implications for FDI policies, were also addressed. The Visegrad aspect was analysed, in terms of cooperation and competition between the four countries.
The limitations of our analysis are obvious: the small size of the sub-samples hinder generalisations.
However, we still find this type of exercise very useful, especially in the circumstances emphasised by
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one industry expert: the available data (indicators) are usually too complex, and do not give region- or
city-level or even industry-level information. Furthermore, comparative studies prepared by well-known
international firms (PwC, Roland Berger, etc.) are usually influenced by the aspects important for those
organisations or firms, which finance their studies (or by the interests of the researching firms
themselves, who actually prepare these studies). Thus, this type of qualitative survey is of special
importance, when we want to map the changes and impacts related to Industry 4.0.
Our survey confirms that FDI promotion policies should be re-defined, adapted, and the education and
training systems should be developed. Company-experiences show that the quality of human capital
remains important, even in the age of robots. In the nineties, a qualified labour force was the most
important locational advantage of Hungary, and a major factor in attracting FDI. This advantage has
been largely lost, and cannot really be compensated by tax benefits in the longterm.
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SLOVAKIA
In this chapter, we provide only the abridged version of the data and interviews presented in a separate
Country Report, which constitutes an integral part of the Project.
FDI
According to NordeaBank experts, the main assets of the Slovak economy are: political stability and
good international relations, a strategic geographical location in the heart of Europe, a qualified and
low-cost workforce, and continuous strong growth (4.5% in 2017, OECD).
Table 9. FDI inflow and stock in Slovakia.
Foreign

Direct 2016

2017

2018

2,277

475

55,838

57,109

48

44

Investment
FDI

Inward 805

Flow (million USD)
FDI Stock (million USD)

47,593

Number of Greenfield 53
Investments***

Source: https://www.nordeatrade.com/en/explore-new-market/poland/investment

Important and unique, when compared with the rest of the V4 aspect, is the EZ membership. The euro
adoption in 2009, has made it possible to eliminate the risks associated with the exchange rate. A
business environment for foreign investors is attractive, thanks to a favourable tax system, and the
existence of numerous foreign investment grants (which can range from 20 to 50% of investment costs,
depending on the project). There are, though, dark sides as well. High dependence on the automotive
sector and export performance weigh heavily on the economy. Investors have to struggle with technical
and administrative barriers, or deficient infrastructure. The small size of its domestic market, with a
population that has low purchasing power, rather discourages investors.
To address these problems, the Slovak government has established financial incentives, such as tax
credits and subsidy systems, which are granted, depending on the type of project, geographical location,
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and the sector of activity. A low tax rate attracts FDI, likewise European financial aids, which enables
many investors to benefit from participating in modernisation projects.

Slovakia, as a country in the heart of Europe, benefits from its geographical position. The country has a
long industrial tradition, has a skilled, and not so expensive workforce, is developing (slowly) its
infrastructure, and offers tax incentives for foreign investors. GDP and economic growth since 2009,
have been driven mainly by exports.
Slovakia and its economy can be described as a small economy and a very open one. The openness index
in 2018 – share of foreign trade on GDP - was the highest in the short history of an independent Slovakia,
reaching 190,31 % of GDP (World Bank). This shows just how open is the Slovak economy (third place
in openness in the EU). The average value of this index from 1990 to 2018, is 139,06%, which is very
high compared to the average of 161 ranked countries in 2018, of 93.35% (theglobaleconomy.com).
Slovakia belongs to the most rapidly growing economies in Europe with 3.9% in 2018, and 2.4% in 2019
- even though the growth has been recently heavily affected by the Corona crisis - in the second quarter
of 2020, GDP compared to the same period in 2019, decreased by 12.1% (Statistical office, 2020).
Slovakia can build on its political stability and good international relations. As a member of the European
Union, and with the adoption of the euro in 2009, the country has better and easier chances to be
included in international trade. To add other strong points, one can count a stable banking system, an
attractive business environment for foreign investors, and a favourable tax system, with tax incentives
for foreign investors. On the other hand, the high dependence on the automotive sector and exports
belongs to the weak points of the country, together with high energy costs (almost 90% of the needed
energy must be imported). No access to the sea, and a still not very well-developed infrastructure,
hinders more investment. Domestic purchasing power is low, and the size of the domestic market is
small.
For doing business and investing in Slovakia, the country offers many advantages. A long list of
attractive ones include the country’s strategic geographical position in the heart of Europe, with strong
export potential, political and economic stability, use of the euro currency (in contrast to its Central
European neighbours – Czechia, Hungary, and Poland), high productivity of labour, a skilled,
welleducated, and still cheap workforce, openness of the country, potential for R&D and innovation,
improving infrastructure, and attractive investment incentives (SARIO, 2019). The country ranks 42nd
out of 190 economies, in terms of the ease of doing business, according to the 2019 World Bank Doing
Business Report ( falling 3 positions, compared to the previous year).
On the other hand, the drawbacks of investing in Slovakia, should be outlined as well: sharp regional
differences, a high level of corruption, the slow speed of changes in infrastructure, slow dispute
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resolution, recent increases in corporate taxes, changes to the Labour Code, and recurring corruption
issues.
For the foreign investors, the country offers freedom of establishment of a company, and the possibility
to own majority stock in a company. Some procedures are not so easy, and investors must apply for
various authorisations. There are some technical and administrative barriers, such as the requirement
of import licences, especially for raw materials, energy, and some agricultural products.
The Slovak government encourages foreign investments, offering a wide range of investment incentives,
in the form of tax credits and a subsidy system, which are offered, depending on the type of investment
project, geographical location, and sector. Foreign investors in Slovakia can benefit from European
financial grants and aids, and they can also get involved in many of the renovation and modernisation
projects in the country, where the grants can range from 20 to 50% of investment costs. The low tax
rate is another attractive point for FDI. In Table 10, we can see the foreign direct investment inflows
and outflows in the period, 2013 to 2018.
Table 10. FDI inflows and FDI ouflows.
FDI Inflows, millions of USD
2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

604

-512

106

805

2,277

475

FDI Outflows, millions of USD
2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

-313

43

6

99

350

234

Source: own elaboration, using data from NBS
As can be seen from Table 10, the inflow of foreign direct investment has shown no stable development,
going deep to - 512 million USD from 604 million USD in 2013, then increasing rapidly in the following
three years, and reaching its highest level in 2017, of USD 2.2 billion. FDI decreased, substantially, to
USD 475 million in 2018. FDI outflows showed an increasing pattern from -313 million USD in 2013, up
to 350 million USD in 2017, and copying the development of FDI inflows in 2018, decreasing to 234
million USD. Total FDI stock was at USD 57 billion (53,6% of GDP) in 2018 (2019 World Investment
Report, UNCTAD). In Table 11, we can see the changes in FDI outward and inward stock in Slovakia, in
the period from 2013 to 2018, as total amounts of billions of USD, and as a percentage of GDP.
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Table 11. FDI stock (in billions of USD and as a % of DGP).
FDI outward stock
2010

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

-3.45

-4.83

-2.82

-2.46

-2.63

-3.41

2.9

3.6

% of GDP
FDI inward stock
2010

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

58

n/a

46

47.6

55.8

52.9

58.3

% of GDP

Source: own elaboration using data from NBS
Despite the country’s attractiveness to FDI, not all regions can attract major investments, which leads
to regional disparities. The big regional differences between various regions in Slovakia have already
been mentioned. In table 12 below, we can see how these differences are reflected by the inflow of
foreign direct investments. In this table, we can see the cities with main FDIs, the region where they are
located, and sum of euros invested in these cities. We can see that most of the FDIs flow into the cities
in the western part of Slovakia, some into the central part of Slovakia, and the least in the eastern part
of Slovakia, mainly in the city of Košice.
Table 12. Regional differences in inflows of FDI.
District

Region

Thousands of euro

Bratislava

West

29,712,813

Košice

East

1,748,980

Žilina

Centre

1,553,742

Nitra

West

915,799

Senec

West

751,522

Púchov

Centre

640,590

Trenčín

West

623,387

Trnava

West

614,130

Malacky

West

536,851

Galanta

West

535,794

Source: Dudas, 2019
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FDI inflows, according to UNCTAD and its 2020 World Investment Report, increased to 2,5 billion USD
in 2019, compared to 1,1 billion USD in 2018. The total FDI stock in 2019, was 60 billion USD. The
country depends on the Eurozone for its economic health, especially its links with Germany and France,
and is sensitive to regional tensions (Russia-Ukraine). According to data by OECD, the main investing
countries in Slovakia are the Netherlands, Czechia, Austria, and Germany. As per sectors of activity,
manufacturing and industrial production, financial and insurance services, wholesale and retail, are
those that attract the most investments (OECD, latest data available). When it comes to bilateral
investment conventions signed by Slovakia - it has signed 63 bilateral investment treaties (UNCTAD
Investment Policy Hub).
INDUSTRY 4.0
In Slovakia, as in other countries, companies cannot resolve whether they should implement industry
4.0 or not. On the levels of acceptance and its speed, depends each company’s competitiveness,
together with their flexibility and adaptability, which means the ability to adapt to changes, focus more
on the customer, and be ready to give them what they need, and often even in advance, before they
realise it. For most companies, it's necessary to first look at the opportunities to reduce costs, and a
better use of resources. Industry 4.0 is perceived as an evolutionary process (Morháč 2018). Studies
have shown that Slovak companies recognise the importance of technological changes, and many have
already begun with their implementation. However, there are still many that are not sure how, and
where, to start. (SOVA Digital 2017). Two thirds of companies in the study understand the importance
of Industry 4.0 applications for their future, even though a large proportion of their representatives
consider the applications of Industry 4.0, not to be crucial for their future and success. (Quark 2017).
According to Jeck's research, Slovakia's main barriers to the introduction of Industry 4.0 in Slovakia
include risk capital exposure, R&D corporate expenditure, product, or process innovations of SMEs. The
low level of innovation can result from the existence of various other barriers, such as a lack of financial
resources (Jeck 2017).
Slovakia has been on the lowest positions in Europe, in the field of innovation, and the state should
understand very quickly that supporting innovation and science is an investment for Slovakia, and a
fundamental base for maintaining competitiveness (SOVA Digital 2017). In October, 2018, the Slovak
government approved 35 measures to support the construction of infrastructure for the development
of prepared intelligent industry. These measures are part of the Smart industry conception.
Currently, two thirds of companies in Slovakia, have reached the stage where they are in the real
implementation of Industry 4.0. Martin Morháč, as Chairman of the Board of Directors of SOVA Digital,
reports that Industry 4.0 implementation is in progress, but the pace is not equal in all processes and
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technologies. This means that, even though Industry 4.0 is becoming a priority in most businesses, it is
not yet perceived as a necessity, and a large proportion of companies are just beginning to think about
solutions (SOVA Digital 2017).
It is necessary to understand that the gradual change and implementation of the processes of Industry
4.0 is crucial for maintaining the competitiveness of the Slovak industry, and strengthening its
independence from the external environment. In today’s fastmoving technological development,
flexibility and adaptability is unavoidable.
Thanks to Industry 4.0 and its application, companies are gradually optimising their processes and
applying new technologies. This application demands investment, as both the innovation and research
and development are financially demanding, and according to analysis, the state support of R&D and
innovation has been continuously very low – less than 1% of the country's GDP – which ensures that it
belongs to the lowest percentages in Europe. Furthermore, studies show that only 18% of small and
mediumsized enterprises invest in innovations.
Besides the investments and technologies, human beings remain the key to successful implementation.
The technological development imposes growing demands on an employee’s knowledge. The Industry
4.0 brings more demand for such positions as technological personnel, managers, and maintenance
providers, and less demand for positions with physical orientation and manual labour (McKinsey,….) .
This means that knowledge from the area of technologies, software, development and management
of individual sub-systems, will be crucial. The whole Industry 4.0 is built on the abilities of people,
machines, equipment, logical systems, and products, to communicate with each other and co-operate.
As the basis is still in knowledge and information, an on-going revolution in the area of education is very
necessary.
The Industry 4.0 should lead to ever-present usage of robotisation, automation, and intelligent devices,
as a supplement to a work force, which ultimately leads to a dramatic change in the inclusion of human
work and new forms of skills. The pre-condition of success will be market research and research of
demand in real-time, as well as flexible and highly automated production. So, even though companies
are formulating strategies and solutions for optimisation of their processes, and implementation of
Industry 4.0, sometimes, the human factor is the one that causes a slowing-down of these processes.
Often there is fear, denial, and negativity to changes. A solution to this problem seems to be the
inclusion of employees in problem-solving, the creation of strategies, and submission of their own
insights and opinions.
Industry 4.0 Slovakia’s Strategic Documents encompass the following:
•

Action plan

•

Concept for Intelligence Industry
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•

Smart Industry Concept for Slovakia

•

Operational Programme Research and Innovation

•

Strategy of Digital Transformation of Slovakia, 2030

SURVEY RESULTS
Interviews were conducted personally in the period, January – February 2020, with 6 of the following
respondents – representatives and experts from government, business, and academia: the State
Secretary of the Ministry of the Economy (P), HR director of a global French pharma company (M),
Professor of international business (E1), Head of a local car industry manufacturer association (E2), SME
owner (service industry – HORECA) – S1, SME owner (ice hockey academy) – S2. The Interviewer took
notes and recorded the answers in Appendix 1. The structure of the interviews was standard,
developed, and recommended by all the researchers, for the reasons of this project. Another two
interviews were conducted in June and July, 2020 – E3 – University Professor – networks and network
technologies, CISCO programme manager, S3 – SME Sales Manager – IT company.
I4.0 UNDERSTANDING IN THE EYES OF INTERVIEWEES
The majority of the respondents understand I4.0 as a set of technologies. Only the youngest
respondents from SMEs, and one expert, understand it either as new business models or in
combinations with it. Our understanding, based on the opinion of the respondents as well, is that the
public in Slovakia, usually associates I4.0 with technologies, digitalisation and robotisation. However,
specialists and the younger population, see it also as a business opportunity, resulting in new business
models. Two young respondents – owners of SMEs especially found it natural to implement the factors
of I4.0 into their business, reaching the customers, adjusting their offers and products and services.
I4.0 IMPACT ON MNES & FDI IN THE EYES OF INTERVIEWEES
Respondents agreed on the fact that I4.0 will mean a growing amount of investment into services,
research and development, and knowledge-intensive industries, and lowering the amount of
investment into manufacturing. However, they express the worry that Slovakia may not be prepared
enough for I4.0, given the development of the educational sector and infrastructure in the country.
They also believe that the changing nature of the investments, will result in a war for talents, that is
becoming more and more visible in the country.
Here are some citations from the interviews, the views on the FDI inflows to the country:
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P: With Industry 4.0, FDI flows to Slovakia first will go down, later, will grow again (mostly fuelled by the
growing number of business service centres in the country).
E1: Industry 4.0 will mean a lower amount of investments into manufacturing; however, a growing
amount of FDI into support centres for research, software development, product development, testing
new products, etc.
E2: Industry 4.0 will mean growing FDI into electro-mobility, self-driving and autonomous driving, and
the car industry, generally.
M: Industry 4.0 will mean a decrease of investment into production, and an increase of FDI into the
pharma business, health services and leisure, and the lifestyle “industry”.
E3: Industry 4.0 will lead to a decrease in the demand for a workforce - up to 40 %, and this workforce
will have to be re-qualified, with less people, but a bigger percentage of qualified workers will be needed.
I4.0 ATTRACTIVENESS OF THE HOST LOCATION IN THE EYES OF INTERVIEWEES
All the respondents agreed that Slovakia is an attractive investment location, given the following ‘pro’
factors: the level of the economic development of the country, EU membership, a stable legal and
political environment, international economic and political institutions membership, euro currency
area, central location of the country, positive relationship between efficiency and the cost of labour, an
educated and skilled labour force able to learn very quickly, talented local management, and relatively
low numbers of expatriates needed.
However, they stated the ‘cons’ of the country as the following: cost of labour that is high in comparison
with some other EU countries (even with V4 countries, given the euro currency in Slovakia), or some
Asian countries. Brain drain of the best talents, lack of a specific labour force in some regions, and the
need to “import” it from Ukraine or Serbia, for example, lower digital literacy compared to neighbouring
countries, big regional differences, and shortages in infrastructure.
FINAL WORD
Based on the interviews carried out in Slovakia, the general understanding of I4.0 in the country is to
associate I4.0 with technologies, digitalisation and robotisation. However, experts and younger people,
see I4.0 also as a business opportunity, resulting in new business models. It is obvious to them that I4.0
will mean a growing amount of investment into services, research and development, and knowledgeintensive industries, and a lowering of the amount of investment into manufacturing. On the other
hand, there is a worry about the readiness of Slovakia, to implement these changes with regard to the
educational system and infrastructure. Thanks to many positive factors, such as the geographical
location, stable political system, euro currency, and EU membership, all the respondents see the I4.0 as
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a chance for Slovakia and its economy. As drawbacks, they see high labour costs compared to other V4
countries, as well as some Asian countries, and fear a future brain drain.
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POLAND
In this chapter, we provide only the abridged version of the data and interviews presented in a separate
Country Report, which constitutes an integral part of the Project.

FDI
Over decades, following the collapse of communism and the transition to open market economies,
these countries welcomed an impressive number of foreign investors. V4 countries are traditionally
very dependent on foreign capital. CEE countries since the transformation process are also regarded as
heavily dependent on the inflow of foreign capital, in particular, on FDI. Apart from Poland, FDI stock
represents everywhere more than 50% of the GDP (Éltető & Antalóczy 2017). This dependency is
present both from the macro-economic point of view (see “dependent economy model” by Nölke &
Vliegenthart, 2009), and also on a regional, local level.
Nordea estimates (Table 13), show an increasing number of Greenfield projects in Poland over the
period, 2016-2018, with FDI accumulated stock amounting to more than 231 billion USD.
Table 13. FDI inflow and stock in Poland
Foreign
Investment

Direct 2016

2017

2018

FDI
Inward 15,690
Flow (million USD)

9,179

11,476

FDI Stock (million USD)

238,483

231,848

430

440

188,734

Number of Greenfield 311
Investments***

Source: https://www.nordeatrade.com/en/explore-new-market/poland/investment
Experts (Nordea) see different strong and weak points in each V4 economy. Poland is praised for its
growing economy; convenient central location in Europe, and recent resilience, even during the
economic crises. Multilingual qualified labour, stable banking sector, and a population that does not
face over-indebtedness, also contribute to the country’s attractiveness. Thanks to these advantages,
Poland was ranked by the World Bank as 27th out of 190 countries, by the ease with which to do
business in 2018, though there are specific weak points, which might deter potential investors. The
labour market is claimed to be rigid, and the administrative procedures are slow (e.g. 120th country for
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the speed of starting a business, according to the World Bank). The uncertainty concerning the future
euro adoption, combined with, as some argue, a political landscape which may well further discourage
investors.
The existing laws aim at attracting foreign firms, and encompass various measures. Already in 2002,
the Polish Parliament passed a law, stipulating that a company investing in Poland can receive
assistance: in Special Economic Zones (SEZ), from European Union structural funds, or thanks to the
creation of industrial and technological zones, that enable a synergy of companies working in the same
sector. In 2011, the Act Limiting Administrative Barriers for Citizens and Businesses went into effect,
introducing a series of measures designed to diminish the burden of Poland's state bureaucracy. Since
1st January, 2012, a company can be registered as a limited liability company within 24 hours.
Until 2018, Poland had 14 special economic zones. A new bill in 2018, stipulated that the amount of tax
incentives depend on the socio-economic significance of the investment, with priority given to
investments in struggling medium-sized towns. The new rules meant that SMEs would no longer need
to

move

their

operations

to

SEZ

to

attract

foreign

investors.

The changes would offer the special-economic-zone-type benefits to a number of small and mediumsized firms. The preferential conditions would be provided for a period of 10 to 15 years. The bill does
not affect the arrangements, already agreed in the currently operating SEZs. It implies that each
community, despite its size and particularities, stands a chance of being an attractive location for
investments.
Other countries in the CEE region, including Czechia, Hungary, and Slovakia, have already introduced
similar measures to meet foreign investors' expectations. Economists explain that the process of SEZ
expansion can be seen as an organic development, driven by the needs of investors (Nordea,
PAP/EMERGING EUROPE). In other words, since the end of June 2018, Poland is officially a single special
economic zone (http://www.eecpoland.eu/2019/en/news/ubiquitous-zones-poland-becomes-a-singlesez,334657.html). Due to the act, entrepreneurs can expect similar privileges, as those that invested,
previously, in special economic zones (e.g. tax exemptions). Although not every investor can count on
support, there will be incomparably greater freedom in locating investments than before. As stressed
by experts, a new act is perhaps necessary to stimulate an investment boom, but it may be insufficient.
The biggest mistake would be to consider the subject of investment as "ticked” by this act, and to stop
creating a friendly business environment, as well as the stable, transparent, and predictable legal
system. One law, even the best, does not make an investment summer”.
As the National Bank of Poland (NBP) data shows, at the end of 2018, Poland's net liabilities, due to
foreign direct investment, amounted to PLN 859.1 billion. They included liabilities from shares and other
forms of equity participation, to the amount of PLN 653.0 billion, and from debt financial instruments
to the amount of PLN 206.1 billion. The highest levels of liabilities, due to foreign direct investment at
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the end of 2018, were recorded for the Netherlands (PLN 183.4 billion), Germany (PLN 150.0 billion),
Luxembourg (PLN 122.0 billion) and France (77.9 PLN billion). Entities representing manufacturing (PLN
269.5 billion, section C according to PKD), financial and insurance activities (PLN 159.2 billion, section
K), wholesale and retail trade, together with repair repayments, were the most substantial liabilities;
rides and motorcycles (PLN 125.4 billion, section G), as well as for activities related to servicing the real
estate market (PLN 82.4 billion, section L), as well as professional, scientific, and technical activities (PLN
57.6 billion, section M).
In 2018, net inflow to Poland from foreign direct investment amounted to PLN 50.4 billion. It was made
up of re-investments of PLN 37.8 billion in profits and capital inflow from shares and other forms of
equity (PLN 11.2 billion), and from debt financial instruments to the amount of (PLN 1.4 billion). The
largest inflow of foreign direct investment was recorded from the Netherlands (PLN 31.6 billion),
Luxembourg (PLN 7.4 billion), Germany (PLN 6.7 billion) and Malta (PLN 6.0 billion). The most significant
divestments (withdrawal of direct investors) concerned Spain (PLN -7.2 billion), and Sweden (PLN -2.5
billion). In 2018, foreign direct investment went primarily to entities dealing with manufacturing (PLN
21.5 billion, section C), as well as trade (PLN 14.0 billion, section G). An outflow of capital was recorded,
in the case of entities involved in information and communication activities (PLN -5.4 billion, section J).
According to the figures provided by NBP, last updated September, 2019 (mln euro), the total FDI stock
in 2018, amounted to 199, 789,7 euro (approx. 200 billion), whereas the FDI inflow in 2018 totalled 11,
818,1 euro (approx. 12 billion).
Table 14. Foreign direct investment inward position at the end of 2018, broken down by economic
activity of direct investment enterprise (total activities stock, mln euro).
Total Services

117,714

Manufacturing

62,664

Construction

10,489

Electricity, Gas, Steam and Air Conditioning Supply

4,265

Agriculture, forestry and fishing

963

Mining and quarrying

655

Water Supply; Sewage, Waste Management and
Remediation Activities

422

Source: own elaboration based on NBP data
Services (60%) and manufacturing (32%) constitute the vast majority of the total economic activity of
foreign direct investment enterprise. Three most common types of direct investment enterprise are
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represented by the manufacture of motor vehicles (with trailers, semi-trailers, & other transport
equipment), manufacture of metal & machinery products (except electrical equipment and the
manufacture of food products (with beverages and tobacco products). The vast majority of services
types of the foreign direct investment enterprise, are represented by financial and insurance activities,
wholesale and retail trade (with the repair of motor vehicles and motorcycles), and real estate activities,
professional, scientific, and technical activities, and finally, information with communication. These five
types account for almost 93% of all services’ types of direct investment enterprise.
Table 15. Foreign direct investment (inflows) in Poland in 2018, broken down by the economic activity
of direct investment enterprise / (+) signifies capital inflows to Poland, (-) signifies the withdrawal of
capital from Poland.
Total Services

6, 153

Manufacturing

5, 047

Construction

841

Electricity, Gas, Steam and Air Conditioning Supply

221

Mining and quarrying

143

Water Supply; Sewage, Waste Management, and Remediation
Activities
Agriculture, forestry and fishing

12
-19

Source: own elaboration based on NBP data
Capital inflows to Poland, were directed mainly at services and manufacturing, which made almost 90%
of total FDI inflows in Poland, in 2018. However, agriculture, forestry, and fishing, are shown as the only
cases of withdrawal of capital from Poland in 2018. The vast majority of foreign direct investment
(inflows) in Poland in 2018, are directed to the wholesale and retail trade (including repair of motor
vehicles and motorcycles), and professional, scientific, technical activities, followed by financial and
insurance activities, real estate activities, and transportation with storage. These five activities signify
the most relevant capital inflows to Poland. However, information and communication accounts for the
most significant withdrawal of capital from Poland. Education also, but to a lesser extent. If we look into
the foreign direct investment (inflows) in Poland in 2018, broken down by manufacturing type, we see
a much more fragmented division with 20 different manufacturing types of direct investment
enterprise. The largest share in inflows to Poland, have a total of other manufacturing and the
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manufacture of metal & machinery products, except electrical equipment. The manufacture of coke
and refined petroleum products, accounts for the only withdrawal of capital from Poland.
Table 16. Foreign direct investment - inward position at the end of 2018, broken down by country and
economic zone (geographically stock).
Europe

192, 167

North America

4, 508

Asia

3, 029

Central America

147

Gulf Arabian Countries

108

Africa

9

Oceania and Polar Regions

-16

Source: own elaboration based on NBP data.
Europe holds the position of the undisputed leader, as the largest source of accumulated foreign direct
investment in Poland, at the end of 2018.
Table 17. Foreign direct investment (inflows) in Poland in 2018, broken down by country and economic
zone / (+) signifies capital inflows to Poland, (-) signifies the withdrawal of capital from Poland
(geographically inflow, 2018)
Europe

11, 600

Asia

484

Oceania and Polar Regions

4

Africa

-6

South America

-8

Central America

-32

North America

-224

Source: own elaboration based on NBP data.
The highest FDI inflows in Poland in 2018, were recorded from Europe and Asia. However, there has
been the withdrawal of capital from Poland to North America, Central America, South America, and
Africa. If we analyse foreign direct investment’s inward position at the end of 2018, broken down by
European countries, we can see that the most influential inward positions were held by

the
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Netherlands, Germany, Luxembourg, and France. Among the 26 different European countries, the
Netherlands has the most significant share in FDI inflow to Poland, followed by Luxembourg and
Germany.
These figures look slightly different, when we account for the ultimate owner statistics, as published by
OECD (https://stats.oecd.org/Index.aspx?QueryId=64220). Available data stresses the fall of FDI stock
in years 2017 and 2018, registered in Poland, and originated truly from Europe, from 176, 174 mln $ to
166, 286 mln $.
Table 18. List of main countries of origin for FDI located in Poland – in descending order as valued in
2018.

ultimate owner - total inward FDI position
US dollars millions

2017

2018

Germany

47,930 45,938

France

23,781 23,779

United States

25,566 23,562

Netherlands

23,053 20,946

United Kingdom

13,864 11,992

Spain

11,721 10,647

Austria

7,723

7,530

Switzerland

6,308

6,143

Japan

6,168

5,313

Italy

4,916

4,935

Source: OECD https://stats.oecd.org/Index.aspx?QueryId=64220
Companies with foreign capital are already responsible for nearly 60% of Polish exports, and over 60%
of investment outlays of non-financial enterprises. Poland benefits from participation in global value
chains. Although in 2019, the number of foreign projects launched by the Polish Investment and Trade
Agency (PAIH) decreased, their value increased by a record of 2.9 billion euros. In 2019, foreign
companies decided to locate 56 investment projects in Poland. This means a significant decrease in the
number of commenced investments, in comparison with the record year, 2018, when there were 71
new projects. However, as PAIH representatives point out, the value of investments is crucial, and last
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year, it increased by as much as one third, in comparison with 2018, to almost three billion EUR, or
about 13 billion PLN.

INDUSTRY 4.0
As revealed by previously quoted studies, Poland has the lowest share of FDI penetration, relatively to
other V4 countries. It simultaneously is, apparently, also the weakest economy, in terms of I.40 adoption
– classified as a ‘hesitator’ / ‘laggard’ (De Propris 2018; Castello-Brnaco 2018), whereas the other V3
are, at least, belonging to the group of traditionalists / average club. Yet, Poland pursues the policy
aimed at developing Industry 4.0. In 2018, the Polish Platform of the Industry of the Future Foundation
had been established. It is tasked with initiating the debate about the digital business transformation;
disseminating best practices, and integrating shareholders (Piątek, Powstaje Fundacja Platforma
Przemysłu Przyszłości – najważniejsze fakty, 2018). The Platform for the Future of Industry Foundation
is to support entrepreneurs in the area of digital transformation - in terms of processes, products, and
business models; transformation is to be based on the use of solutions in the field of automation,
artificial intelligence, ICT and related technologies. The Foundation is to transfer knowledge, train
entrepreneurs, and demonstrate solutions, to increase the competitiveness of the industry. The
platform is also to provide consulting competencies and build a support network. Being a unique hub
of research institutes, universities, SMEs, public and private bodies, the Platform assists Polish
companies in acquiring the relevant technology, and co-ordinating regulatory processes and
standardisation. It offers training and education (Polska Platforma Przemysłu 4.0, 26-10-2016). The
Platform foresees stimulating the discussion on the fourth digital revolution. It aims at collecting and
disseminating knowledge, and spreading and developing new business models. The platform can be
regarded as a tool of modern industrial policy, an element of re-industrialization strategy, facilitating
the digital transformation in Poland. The Polish Platform borrows from the cluster concept, and seems
to build upon its attributes. All in all, the Foundation of the Polish Platform of Future Industry, is
supposed to act as an integrator of various activities, related to digital business transformation; coupling
finance, expertise, and other accompanying services (BIP Rady Ministrów i Kancelarii Prezesa Rady
Ministrów, 2018; Piątek 2019). It has been continuously working on developing new instruments, which
can assist Polish business in digital transformation. The Tool “Direction Industry 4.0” available at
https://przemyslprzyszlosci.gov.pl, was built, taking into account, critical aspects of the development of
the company. It enables the respondent to identify the stage of company development in several
dimensions, based on three pillars: Organisation, Processes, and Technologies. It helps to determine the
current state of digital maturity of the company.
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Worth mentioning is the Polish Cluster for the Internet of Things Research and Development (Polski
Klaster Badań i Rozwoju Internetu Rzeczy), created in 2015, as a voluntary co-operation of
entrepreneurs, science entities, as well as supporting institutions. Under the motto “dispersed, we are
weak, together - we are strong”, the cluster works on improving the innovativeness and competitiveness
in the IoT – The Internet of Things (http://www.iofthings.pl/en/about-us/). By facilitating the transfer of
knowledge and experience among its members, the cluster aims to exploit fully the potential in the area
of IoT.
In April 2018, a letter of intent was signed, which stipulates setting up the Chamber of Commerce
Industry 4.0 (Izba Gospodarcza Przemysłu 4.0, http://igp4.pl). It would be tasked with creating an
atmosphere of friendly co-operation between business, science, and public administration;
representing interest groups before the government, drafting legislative initiatives; evaluating the
reliability of the information provided to the media, and supervising information disseminated in the
media; partnering with the education sector, and building relations among entrepreneurs. A new
dedicated programme, Industry 4.0, run by the Ministry of Entrepreneurship and Technology, aims at
developing and further buttressing the capabilities (in a set of I4.0 technologies) of Polish digital hubs
(consortia of firms, clusters), with expected effects, such as information campaigns, demonstration
practices, education, consulting, and implementation assistance (Programme Industry 4.0). These
initiatives are undoubtedly essential elements for successful transformation towards I4.0, but they have
to be complemented with a robust business eco-system and local industry.
In 2017, Rzeszów Technical University, together with local firms, set up an Industry 4.0 cluster (Czwarta
rewolucja przemysłowa. Na Politechnice powstał Klaster Industry 4.0; Rzeszów News, 11.10.2017). In
another part of the country, in the same year, the Pomerania Hub of Digital Innovations was established,
which consists of ten regional companies, a technology institute, as well as the ICT cluster - Interizon.
Near the capital city, Warsaw, the largest European living lab – Kampus Nowych Technologii has been
established, focusing on strategic digital areas, such as: smart home, smart building, smart city, and
Industry 4.0.
Summing up, the Polish “digital” institutional landscape is diverse and encompasses various, less, or
more formal, initiatives, such as the I4.0 cluster, IoT cluster, Pomerania Hub, living-lab village, Chamber
of I4.0, governmental Platform, and foundation, as well as a dedicated 30bln. PLNworth programme of
the Ministry.
The interest in Industry 4.0 has been gaining in popularity. It revolutionises the production strategies
of enterprises, yet, it is a relatively poorly recognised scientific concept. As stated by Młody & Weinert,
(2020), in contrast to the available foreign publications, the analysis shows the lack of an analogous
outcome on the Polish market. Nevertheless, there is a growing body of reports, dedicated to the
fourth industrial revolution and digital transformation. They describe and discuss the maturity levels,
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and readiness of Polish firms to face I4.0, as well as diagnose major threats and opportunities arising.
Młody & Weinert (2020) argued that most Polish studies on I4.0 applied a descriptive approach, not
an empirical research, which made it difficult to reach any clear conclusions. Neither analysis seems
to touch specifically, upon the application of concrete concepts, methods, and tools related to
Industry 4.0, nor studies on the consequences of I4.0 implementation, at the micro-, meso-, and
macro-levels.
Experts remain rather optimistic and predict the role of FDI / MNEs as integrators, not abandoning their
current investment. Z. Piątek, (przmeysl4.0.com, APA magazine) foresees the changing role of
automatisation providers, due to the need of offering very complex solutions – not just selling products,
plus after-care, but actually being an integrator – simultaneously an adviser, assistant, designer, etc.
German firms are providers of automation (Siemens, Beckhoff Automation, Pilz, Phoenix Contact,
WAGO, Weidmuller) for Polish companies, who are receiving them as customers, and using these
solutions. Automatisation and Industry 4.0 mean radically new business models – following modes of
organising production processes, and this has implications for international, economic co-operation,
because it requires the ability and skills to evolve into a more complex and advanced, yet agile, role.
Products must have certain functionalities, and in fact, be part of the broader solution – “productservice-software”. The risk of being replaced is rather low for Polish firms, as it is not common to switch
to new providers that easily (usual cycles last: 20-10 years). FDI and previous relations have been crucial
for Polish firms, which are already highly interlinked with German companies; mutually dependant and
intertwined, hence, not easy to replace by newcomers. Interoperability remains crucial, as there are no
standards universally accepted (like ISO, DIN). What matters is, however, the risk of the emergence of
national silos.

SURVEY RESULTS
We conducted 16 interviews with seven experts, five scholars, and four 4 companies, in the period,
December 2019 – March 2020. Our sample encompasses the interviewees representing academia,
business, and public authorities; from small and large firms such as IBM, Microsoft, governmental bodies
– e.g. PAIH, as well as Polish universities. To preserve the anonymity, we coded them as “B” for Business,
“A” for Academia, and “E” for other experts (like representatives of public authorities, governmental
bodies, or ‘think-tanks’). To assure confidentiality, all respondents remained anonymous. In this
chapter, we provide only the main messages from the conducted field study - the abridged version of
the data and interviews are presented in a separate Country Report – Poland, which constitutes an
integral part of the Project.
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I4.0 UNDERSTANDING IN THE EYES OF INTERVIEWEES
Key points of the I4.0 impact on FDI in the V4, in the opinion of interviewed experts (*as interpreted by
the Authors).
•

Misconceptions about the I4.0 – the evolution of understanding from technology, allowing
efficiency gains, thorough, business models, and new value creations to the critical economic
and societal instrument of sustainable growth.

•

Acknowledging the need of precise I4.0related terminology – the ontology of I4.0.

•

Necessity to re-define major underlying concepts; to revise basic measures, indices – “what the
industry is?” “what the investment is?”etc.

•

I4.0 seen as a revolution that lasts - "evolutionary revolution" requiring the co-operation of
stakeholders (“unifying revolution”)

•

I4.0 considered as an unprecedented shift of technologies and business models, promising
much benefits, but with risks attached.

•

I4.0 percieved as a set of technologies, causing significant business models changes, and
requiring far-reaching interoperability and compatibility.

•

Implementation of I4.0 is based on technological changes, which induce modification of
business models, and the whole functioning of companies.

•

I.40 understood as the set of technologies, which indeed, disrupt and transform markets, are
game-changers with scope, scale, and speed of modifications being colossal.

•

I4.0 is a significant trend, but it will co-exist and modify economic activity, together, with others,
e.g. environmental trends, climate protection (development of electro-mobility, etc.).

•

I4.0 as a mega-trend influencing the whole life, society 4.0. Technology sovereignty is a critical
aspect, and the EU needs to hammer out a joint position.

I4.0 IMPACT ON MNES & FDI IN THE EYES OF INTERVIEWEES
Key points of the I4.0 impact on FDI in the V4, in the opinion of interviewed experts (*as interpreted by
the Authors).
•

There will be no shock from one day to another day; FDI investments will not change – they will
gradually search for new concepts, and implement incremental improvements.

•

No bold strategic shifts of FDI expected overnight (path dependency + scale limits).

•

In the shortterm and medium term, no spectacular anticipated changes, though, in the long
term, classic business models and GVC co-operation will be inevitably disrupted.
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•

The nature of changes resulting from digital transformation is difficult to assess, similarly
difficult to determine, are the effects of ongoing processes, and tendencies often happening in
opposite directions.

•

Contradictory trends and strategies of MNEs co-exist. Concentration in the short-run with
“winner takes the majority”; more footloose characters expected.

•

Need to revisit the concept of FDI (new plants with new jobs), as the classic factory disappears,
being replaced by distributed service-oriented production

•

I.40 implying the emergence of new types of actors.

•

When assessing the I4.0 impact on FDI, one needs to be careful with causality and correlation
of some trends.

•

The critical question that arises – “are FDI the only source of I4.0, or there are alternative ways
of obtaining this?” and if yes, “is the country capable of absorbing fully that potential?”

•

What is essential is not only the willingness to share knowledge on the part of leaders’ - mother
companies - but also the desire to adopt new technologies on the part of subsidiaries’ followers.

•

There is a chance that Industry 4.0 will be implemented thanks to FDI, which will act a
transformation vehicle. Due to path dependency, sunk costs suggest „history of investing", and
no massive relocation and closing of factories will happen. Instead, current investors would
transplant here new modern (I4.0 related) solutions (EU certainty, broader picture)

•

The risk of investment withdrawal – backshoring is small, and Poland's attractiveness in general,
but also against the background of V4 is high. Interoperability, compatibility as a must for
continued co-operation (also cross-border).

•

Though, the service sector may also be threatened by possible reshoring, due to RPA’s robotics
process automatisation technology .

•

Digitisation is necessary to avoid falling out of value-added chains, where it is easier to enter
and exit.

•

I4.0 for Poland is an opportunity to develop new competitive advantages and the emergence of
Polish foreign investments - I4.0 as a competitiveness booster and source of OFDI.

I4.0 ATTRACTIVENESS OF THE HOST LOCATION IN THE EYES OF INTERVIEWEES
Key points of the I4.0 impact on FDI in the V4, in the opinion of interviewed experts (*as interpreted by
the Authors).
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•

Classic FDI and traditional factors-based attractiveness still matter; Poland’s attractiveness is
fine, as confirmed by re-invested profits with no “mono-culture” (heavy reliance upon one or a
few sectors) seen as an advantage.

•

Attractiveness (also for modern I4.0 FDI) kept, mainly as it derives from a broader EU stable
setting. Though actions are needed to safeguard the right environment – educational policies,
tailor-made incentives, as well as supporting measures’ clusters.

•

Attractiveness, as defined by a stable and credible macro-economic setting, and broader,
advanced, digital competencies of the whole society.

•

Attractiveness, based on a cheap, receding labour force. Importance of costs is vanishing, as
education and modern infrastructure matter for new types of investors.

•

Regulations shape the attractiveness, incl. the new laws being discussed/implemented at the
EU level (common digital market). These initiatives will also define attractiveness in the I4.0 era.

•

Attractiveness will be determined by the sector of technologically strong start-ups, and a new
culture of innovation, offering a different perspective.

•

The attractiveness of the host location, defined by its absorptive capabilities - demand, labour
market, etc.

•

The state might intervene, but to a limited extent – mainly by raising awareness and improving
the absorptive capacity.

•

Procurement and demand-side is crucial for successful implementation of I4.0.

•

Poland is lagging behind the Visegrad region, in terms of I4.0 maturity.

•

The I.40 adaptation is time-consuming, requires a whole package of parallel accompanying
changes. I4.0 is not introduced overnight (evolutionary revolution), and needs appropriate
preparation. It must be skilfully implemented; piloting and testing are essential - “fortune
favours the prepared."

•

Unfortunately, Polish companies seem to get stuck in the previous industrial revolution (70-80%
accomplished the 3rd IR), and may not be that keen on embarking upon a wave of digital
transformation.

•

HR changes, mental adjustments among the executive level, is critical for the successful
adaptation of I4.0 solutions.

•

Polish firms need to join forces – clusters are the right answer.

•

Attractiveness require reaching a certain scale, going outside the comfort zone.

•

When attracting new FDIs, we must try to root and plant them; use them to develop our own
companies and investments (need of embedding, multiplying benefits).

•

V4 should grasp this opportunity, and join forces to speak with one voice.
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FINAL WORD
Referring to our original assumptions on the two-channel impact of I4.0 on FDI, and based on the Polish
perspective, it may be argued that:
•

Attractiveness, apparently, will still, to much extent, be dependent on traditional factors, such
as good infrastructure or a cheaper, but qualified workforce. Nevertheless, a role for state /
public authorities’ engagement is expected in shaping the demand side or providing quasipublic goods. Path dependency and history of previous successes (re-invested profits) in
attracting FDI, suggest no colossal changes in the short run, though, they require significant
groundwork, as “fortune favours the prepared”.

•

Foreign firms would adopt both strategies, in relation with foreign subsidiaries (FS) – balancing
the need of sharing new technologies and know-how (no clear pattern of behaviour can be
detected now), with appropriation, and modify their investing pattern, but this will be an
evolutionary revolution. A critical factor might be the readiness and absorption of Polish firms
to interact. Unfortunately, many seem to be stuck in the third IR.

It might be presumed that the impact of I4.0 on FDI flowing to the V4, would depend on the absorptive
capacity at macro-level, as expressed in the gap in I4.0 readiness to main investors’ home economies.
Poland’s position in the 2019 edition of DESI was 25th , with a score of 41,6 points; in the 2020 edition
– it was in 23rd place. Three top investors, as measured by the ultimate investing countries (OECD) in
2018, were Germany, France, and the US. Their respective DESI position / value for international DESI
for outside EU countries, (https://ec.europa.eu/digital-single-market/en/news/how-digital-europecompared-other-major-world-economies averaged an International DESI score (2013-2016: Switzerland
70,8, Japan 68,5, USA 66,7) might enlighten one further about the scale of differences – Poland’s lagging
behind.
Table 19. Estimating the possible scale / magnitude of “profoundness” of the I4.0 impact on FDI
DESI New 2020 Edition.
Poland to…main FDI home

DESI DISTANCE

4. Integration of digital technology

Germany

-11

-7

France

-8

-14

Netherlands

-19

-21

United Kingdom

-15

-17

Spain

-12

-12
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Austria

-10

-8

Italy

2

-3

Sweden

-21

-19

Denmark

-20

-20

average distance

-13

-13

Source: own elaboration based on DESI data.
As based on the DESI new 2020 edition, the average distance of Poland to the home country of major
investors, equals 13 places, which is an improvement, when compared with 2019 (a gap of 15).
It might be speculated, that the more advanced the home country of the foreign investor, the higher
the possibility that respective investors are digitally advanced, and that the magnitude of their “impact”
would duly be more pronounced. Besides, it could be expected that the larger the distance, the more
difficult it would be for the host economy to fully benefit from the I4.0 technologies transfer within FDI,
yet the more beneficial would be the net gain from learning, in case of a sharing strategy.
CONCLUSIONS
As we can infer from our analysis:
•

The I4.0 would impact the FDI flowing to the V4, mainly by modifying the profile, HQ’s strategy
and FSA of MNEs, reconfiguring the global production network and supply chains.

•

I4.0 would also affect the attractiveness of host locations and policies conducted towards FDI,
in host economies, as it requires necessary adjustments (readiness/maturity DESI).

•

Hence, it becomes crucial, not only how the V4 as prospective host economies fare, in terms of
I4.0 readiness/competitiveness/maturity, but also how ready are the home economies (source
of FDI); if they, indeed, consider transferring new knowledge to foreign subsidiaries, and hence,
acting as vehicles of I4.0.

•

It is not only the production itself, which will be affected by the automatisation, robotisation,
and ensuing lightness, but the whole investment process, including the selection decisions and
general inclinations to move abroad, etc. (upstream/post-sale stages of value adding).

•

The new policies must be holistic and encompass a macro-economic digital context, as well as
provision of selected more tailor-made incentives.

•

Attracting FDI in the digital era, seems to be more about smart plugging into digitally GVCs and
GPNs. This requires, further, a wider integration of domestic SMEs, into such eco-systems, by
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pursuing adequate policies, which may exceed classic FDI attracting measures (Ganne &
Lundquist 2019).
•

One should distinguish between policy as genuine actions, and purely the declarations aimed
at supporting the I4.0 in host countries, or attracting advanced FDI in this area. Established
institutions (e.g. in the Poland Chamber of I4.0, Platform of Future Industry; Incubators of I4.0;
Centres of Competences, or cluster initiatives in Rzeszów, Pomerania), also need to pass the
time test and prove their usability. On this occasion of involving smart manufacturing and new
industrial policy, one needs also to revise and re-define the understanding of state role in these
critical processes.

•

With our major recommendations, we can subscribe to the three strategic guidelines forwarded
by UNIDO (2019). Particular attention should be directed to: (i) the provision of an adequate
framework condition, including

digital infrastructure (access, affordability); (ii) shaping

advanced demand on the further usage of ADP technologies (awareness, incentives); and (iii)
safeguarding the necessary set of skills and research capabilities (human resources).
•

Furthermore, as pointed out by Rodrik in the UNIDO report (2019), with respect to the
developing economies and their I4.0related challenges - “new technologies are a double-edged
sword for developing nations. They can enable leapfrogging and faster economic catch-up. But,
in the absence of basic capabilities, skills, and institutions, they also raise barriers to convergence
by laggards”. In general, the same can be said with regard to catching-up (post-transition)
economies, such as the V4 countries. I4.0 offers a unique chance to modernise economies and
climb up the value chains, yet it can materialise only in an adequate context, when basic digital
infrastructure is provided, a set of required skills and capabilities nurtured and safeguarded,
and application of modern technologies properly prompted / urged. . Such conditions will, on
the one hand, attract valuable knowledgeintensive FDI, and on the other hand, will translate
into an attractive environment for generating one’s own digital entrepreneurship, and perhaps
also, OFDI.

•

In the shortterm, it seems that monopolisation and space concentration would prevail;
however, in the longterm, and with adequate state /policy intervention, these processes might
be alleviated and reversed.

•

Both strategies among MNEs seem to co-exist - the need to share know-how to the benefit of
a wider group of shareholders/co-operating partners, is accompanied by the approach focusing
on appropriation and maximising the profits of first-time entrants to the process.
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•

Given the challenges, properly designed and smartly carried out policy cannot be overestimated, as stressed by many institutions (UNCTAD, 2019), Digital Economy Report 2019;
Michel, et., al., 2020).

In our project and this concluding report, we have aimed at emphasising the idiosyncrasies of FDI in the
Visegrad group. Specifically, we have tried to show both the commonalities, and what the V4 share
together, as well as discrepancies - the differences among them. We hence sought to leave each country
room for identifying each unique FDI-related feature, and hence, to establish the adequate challenges,
diagnose emerging problems, and seek possible solutions. Thus, whereas we do not ignore the common
strands of the V4, we also very much acknowledge the differences. In that way, we believe we may
contribute better to exploring the pitfalls and promises of pursuing FDI policy in the V4, and thus,
address the perceived scarcity of more dedicated studies of V4 countries in the context of FDI. Studies
which recognise the similarities, but also highlight the unique features.
Questions and problems tackled in the project, can already constitute the value added as a shrewd
diagnosis of the challenges, and the necessary actions in the areas of attraction and retention of FDI crucial for V4 development - seems critical in times of growing protectionism, instability, and
inequalities, in the eve of the fourth industrial revolution. Findings and recommendations might serve
as a framework for wider discussion, or be an inspiration for policy-makers.
Experts argue that the world of FDI is changing. Recent studies stress the upcoming modifications in the
nature of FDI (Globerman, 2017). It can be expected that there “will be a reduction in FDI intensity, on a
global basis, over the foreseeable future, and the nature of FDI will move more towards being a
substitute, rather than a complement to trade”.
To some extent, our project might also be considered as fitting into the need of research on grand
challenges, recently diagnosed by the IB scholars’ community (Buckley, Doh & Benischke, 2017). The big
questions researchers should ask, and issues they are supposed to deal with are, in fact, phenomenadriven, require inter-disciplinary perspectives, span multiple levels of analysis, and involve interactions
among business, government, and society in the global environment (Buckley, et al. 2017). Multiple
challenges can be diagnosed. UNCTAD (2017), draws attention to digitisation. “In the digital age, policymakers are faced with a number of challenges. At the strategic level, they need to formulate policy
responses to shifting patterns of international investment, and to changing investment determinants.
Attracting international investment in a digital economy that relies less on some factors, such as lowcost labour, and more on others, such as infrastructure, skills, and low-cost energy, may require different
competitive advantages”. (UNCTAD WIR 2017, 215)
We hope, that our study can pave the way for further analysis of identified “grand challenges” in the
Visegrad countries. Thus, we can contribute, not only by providing some evidence-based
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recommendations for policymakers, and improve the policy advocacy, but also might advance the
recentlypromoted need for research and scientific analysis on major challenges faced by the IB
community.
Our findings do not answer the question whether the East-West catch-up process will lead to ‘full’
convergence (Gros, 2018). It is often argued that further catching-up would require a change in the
growth model. Catch-up growth can rely on importing foreign capital and know-how, via massive
amounts of foreign direct investment, but after a certain level, more domestic innovation is required to
maintain the growth. Re-orienting the growth model towards more domestic innovation, may pose the
key challenge for the Visegrad countries. Far from being a relic of socialist central planning, industrial
policy may sometimes be the intelligent choice (https://bruegel.org/2019/10/the-case-for-intelligentindustrial-policy/). Iammarino (2018) and Buckley (2018), argue that in the age of GVC, a rational FDI
policy regime should not only focus on attracting IFDI, but also on promoting OFDI (…) that it requires a
holistic strategy, which integrates the silos of IFDI and OFDI. Moreover, FDI policy should, in fact,
combine more a fine-grained, sub-national level approach, with continuous monitoring and policy
setting at the supra-national level. Besides, only territorially differentiated FDI policy that allows regions
to target their own desired connectivity, can prove to be a powerful tool for economic development.
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